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SECRETARY OF Defense Clark Clifford 
was among the many hundreds of alumni 
who recurned to Washington University 
during Comnlencelnent Week. Secretary 
Clifford, LLB 28, flying in to attend the 
reunion dinner of Law School alumni, met 
with old friend s, hashed over memories of 
campus days, and displayed as the chief 
speaker remarkable talents as a wir, raconreur, 
and impromptu stand-up comedian 
In h is remarks, Clifford regaled the crowd 
wirh reminiscences drawll from borh his life 
on the Washington University campus and 011 
the Washillgron, D .C., political and social scene. 
Clifford's classmates remember him as an 
outstanding tennis player and as a dashll1g 
actor-singer who starred in various ThyrsLls 
and Quad Show productions and headed rhe 
Glee Club. They also remember him as all 
even more outstandillg practical joker and 
prankster. Thar last reputation, the Seu"ecary 
of Defense admitted, is richly deserved. 
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COVER: Fox and friend. Pro­
fessor Mi chael Fox and a wolf 
cub, one of the subjects of his 
research in the field of ethology. 
See "The Ethologists and the 
Naked Apes, " pages 40 to 4:3 . 
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THE COLONEL'S LADIES 

SCHILLING MANOR SOUNDS as British as tea and crump­ets-and it conjures up all sorts of grand images. One 
could quite easily imagine it the baronial estate of one of 
those squires who advertise so faithfully in the classified 
section of Town and Country, or, just as logically, the in­
spired creation of a developer of prestigious suburbia. 
Instead it is the name of one of the most unusual com­
munities in all of America. Located two miles south of 
Salina in the Kansas heartland, Schilling Manor is a sub­
post of Fort Riley. But up and down the short streets lined 
\'lith single-story duplexes and one-family ranch houses, 
one seldom sees a uniform. Indeed, one seldom sees a 
man, for the 3000 persons who live here are nearly all 
women and children. 
These are the dependents of career military personnel 
serving overseas. According to military terminology, their 
husbands and fathers are away on "unaccompanied tours 
of duty," which means that they are in places where fam­
ilies can't follow-the majority in Vietnam. 
At mid-morning on a sweet spring day, the full impact 
of what it is like to live in such a matriarchal society is 
not, at first, apparent. From a distance, the 735 "Cape­
harts," named after a former United States Senator from 
Indiana, seem no different from hundreds of other houses 
which dot the prairie landscape. Only when you begin 
to look more closely do you notice the little things that 
distinguish Schilling Manor from its suburban counter­
parts. 
The grass, laced with saffron dandelion, is everywhere 
the same height. At Schilling Manor a conh'actor mows 
all the lawns, for the fathers aren't around to do the job. 
There are not many trees, but here and there a sapling 
bends in the wind which sweeps ceaselessly across the 
broad flatland. The visitor often sees, propped against 
one of these young oaks or maples, cartons piled high by 
movers emptying a hulking moving van. Such trucks 
lumber into Schilling Manor nearly every day, for the oc­
cupants of this community come and go like gypsies. 
By DOROTHY BROCKHOFF 
o!free of Information 
The average "waiting wife" is a Schilling Manor resi­
dent for about a year-the usual length of time her hus­
band serves overseas. For some the days go very fast, for 
others-the ones who are loneliest-they drag. 
It is the latter who is of most concern to Lieutenant 
Colonel Roy C. Prince, director of community services at 
Schilling Manor. A career Army officer who is also a 
trained psychiatric social worker, he holds two degrees 
from the George \;Varren Brown School of Social 'Nark at 
\;Vashington 1Jniversity. 
On some musty shelf in the Pentagon archives, the 
Army undoubtedly has a proper description of precisely 
what it is that Colonel Prince does. But no matter how 
conscientious the personnel officer was who prepared the 
text, he couldn't possibly have encompassed the all­
embracing nature of Colonel Prince's work, for almost 
every hour brings some new crisis for him to handle. 
ON A DAY which finds him at 7:30 in the morning at his desk in a wirldowless office tucked away in a corner 
of the Community Center, Colonel Prince may be asked to 
do everything from settling a neighborhood squabble to 
rescuing a small child treed in a sycamore. Sandwiched 
between these tasks are private counseling sessions with 
harried mothers, meetings with the officers of the \;Vaiting 
Wives Club, and the handling of reams of paperwork. 
The tempo lessens a bit when the Colonel goes home, 
but because he lives at Schilling Manor, he is easily avail­
able after hours. And the ladies, as Colonel Prince always 
calls the wives, know this. At twilight, as he and his wife, 
Nancy, and two children are at dinner, a pair of young 
matrons with a problem will ring his doorbell. Still others 
will call him up at two or three in the morning for ad­
vice, and not long ago one woman riding by in the post 
bus spotted him in the garden, asked the driver to wait, 
and received what he calls "curbstone counseling." 
The pace is quick and it is relentless-but somehow 




Lieut. Col. Roy C. Prince holds two degrees from 
W ashington University and one of the most unusual jobs in 
the armed forces. He is director of community services 
at a Kamas post where some 3000 women and children} the 
dependents of career military men serving overseas} 
live while waiting for "dad" to complete his tour of duty 
in places where they can't follow. 
Lieut. Col. Roy C. Prince is a "Pied Piper" with children. In a 3
classroom young admirers compete for his attention. 
I 
Colonel Prince counsels one of the "waiting wives." Frienelly, 
patient, and compassionate, he has a rare understanding of human 
beings and their problems which enables him to establish rapport with them. 
A ch ild shyly clasps the Colonel's hand. 

Such gestures of trust are common at Schilling 

Manor where the ladies and their offspring 

depend upon him for guidance. 

Lee J\·Iunelt (right), president of the "Waiting Wives" Club, 
chats with a neighbor who has just done the family wash. 
- ---- - - --- ----- --------------------- -~ 
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down on him nor of the problems that confront him each 
day. No matter how frantic things become, and they can 
become frenzied with so many anxious females and off­
spring within his jurisdiction, Colonel Prince "keeps his 
cool." 
THE FACT THAT he operates in low key is not lost on the Colonel, who is often asked to explain how he man­
ages never to lose his temper or raise his voice. The ques­
tion rather embarrasses Colonel Prince because, he con­
fessed, "It makes me feel as if I'm rather dull. Actually," 
he teased, ''I'm seething inside." But then quite seriously, 
he added: "I think I feel just as keenly, if not more so, the 
problems that these ladies have-that all human beings 
have, for that matter. But I know from my professional 
training that there is a real difference between sympathy 
and empathy. My training helps me keep things on the 
empathy level. I can feel with them but not for them to 
the extent that it impairs my ability to help. I have to re­
main calm and stable. I can't panic, for there's enough po­
tential for that here already. If I can't deal with a prob­
lem reasonably and take it in my stride then I'm not set­
ting a good example for others-the people who work 
with me and those we're trying to serve." 
Those whom Colonel Prince and his staff of nine assist 
are some 650 waiting wives and 2300 children, 1100 of 
them of elementary school age. These are the dependents 
of men representing all five branches of the armed forces , 
Colonel Prince observed, noting proudly that just recently 
the family of a member of the Coast Guard moved to 
Schilling Manor. 
For many of the small fry on the post, Colonel Prince 
is a combination substitute father and a Superman who 
can do just about anything. One little fellow was so im­
pressed with the Colonel that he confidently phoned him 
one day and implored, "Please bring my daddy home." 
It was a waiting wife who told this story, but neither 
she nor anybody else at Schilling Manor seemed to think 
it extraordinary that a young boy should call up Colonel 
Prince to ask a favor, for he has a very special way with 
children. A taU, rangy man with not an extra pound on 
his six-foot-three frame , the Colonel is a towering figure 
as he strides down a hall and into a classroom. 
But the first graders on whom he pays this unexpected 
visit are unawed by this giant in the dark green unuonn 
with all the gold braid, for they know him as a friend. 
Small hands reach out to clasp his as he crouches on the 
floor, and for the moment, at least, what these children 
have to tell the Colonel is aU that matters to him. And 
that is why these youngsters and their mothers, too, trust 
him-for this man quite obviously cares about what they 
have to say. 
It is at times like this that Colonel Prince reveals most 
about himself. The craggy face breaks into a warm smile 
and the sensitive blue eyes glisten as the Colonel, a Tar-
heel who looks more like a weatherbeaten cowboy, con­
centrates all of his energies and attention on those who 
are sharing their confidences with him. 
Listening- that is one of the things that the Colonel 
does best. And because he so obviously wants to hear 
what people have to say, they open up with him and he, 
in turn, is able to help them. Part of this ability to tune in 
others is the result of professional training, but much of 
it is attributable to the character of the man himself. He 
is a person of great understanding. 
He is also a man who remembers names. As he wheels 
around the post in the vintage Volkswagen that all Schill­
ing Manor knows on sight, he somehow manages a wave 
and a personal greeting to most of the people he passes. 
"I don't know everybody anymore," he explained apolo­
getically, when complimented on his ability to recognize 
so many of the women and children on sight. "The place 
has gotten so big and there's such a turnover, I just can't 
seem to catch up, but I do try very hard." 
He might have added more but just then a freckle­
faced lad of about twelve peddled by on a bicycle. Obvi­
ously embarrassed to see the Colonel, the lad blurted out: 
"I'm not in school this afternoon, Colonel Prince, because 
I had to go to the dentist." "That's all right, Eddie, I 
understand," the Colonel replied without hesitation. The 
fact that he knew that this particular boy was Eddie and 
not some other Schilling Manor Huck Finn is another rea­
son why Colonel Prince is so successful. He sees people as 
individuals, and in this punch card age, this is an un­
common talent. 
COLONEL P.RINCE HAS been keeping tab on Eddie and all the other dependents at Schilling Manor since the 
fall of 1966, when he was ordered there from the Brooke 
Army Field Service School at Fort Sam Houston, Texas , 
where he had been teaching social work for two years. At 
the time, he had never heard of Schilling Manor and 
neither had many other people, for it had been in existence 
for only a few months. It was in January, 1966, that the 
Department of Defense officially decided to retain the 
housing area which had been part of Schilling Air Force 
Base, closed the previous June, and turned it over to the 
Army for use as a haven for waiting wives and their off­
spring. 
"I approached the job with a lot of trepidation," Colonel 
Prince reminisced, "because I really had no idea what it 
would be like. Essentially, it's a manJess community, and 
very different from any place I had ever been assigned in 
my seventeen years as an Army officer. It is the only place 
of its kind operated by the military which provides the 
services that the dependents would normally get if they 
resided on a regular active military post. As such, it is 
unique in the United States, and I suspect in the world." 
The neat homes, which have two to four bedrooms, are 
ildministE'red by the subpost commander, Major William C. 
5 
Coate, and his staff. The families at the post, which are 
almost three to one those of enlisted personnel, forfeit 
their housing allowance when they move into Schilling 
lvlanor. "What this means," Colonel Prince carefully ex­
plained, "is that the ladies turn over their housing allot­
ment to the government in exchange for living quarters 
here. In other words, they pay ren t ranging from $105 to 
about $165 a month depending on their husband's rank. 
Add to that the thirty dollars separation allowance which 
families of servicemen serving overseas living in civilian 
housing receive, and which these ladies also forfeit. The 
total is an accura te figure of what it costs a family here." 
Misunderstanding about this point has caused Colonel 
Prince and his waiting wives much grief, for it has been:! 
erroneously reported elsewhere that the famili es at Schill­
ing Manor live there free. "Nothing makes the ladies 
angrier than to read such reports ," Colonel Prince empha­
sized, "for they aren't looking for something for nothing." 
In exchange for the fees they pay, they get utilities and 
maintenance services. Moreover, the post offers a dispen­
sary staffed bv three doctors and two dentists, a post ex­
change, commissary, theater, swimming pools, chapel, 
tennis courts, a community center, and two government­
built elementary schools within walking distance. 
BOTH COLONEL PRINCE and the overwhelming majority of wai ting wives are enthusiastic about the Schilling 
Manor experiment. "I can think of no better expression of 
humanitarian concern that the military has for the families 
of servicemen as well as the servicemen themselves," he 
says. 
The ladies express their feelings less formally. Red­
haired Ann White, the mother of five children and the 
wife of Major Richard E. vVhite, an Army adviser to the 
Vietnamese, said : "Our associations have been with the 
military for so long that we just want to be together. 
There's an understanding here of each other's troubles. 
Perhaps you can't solve your neighbor's problem, but you 
can probably help her to see the funnier side of it. Some­
times that saves you both, you might say." 
A young German emigrant, Barbara Ware, the wife of 
a West Pointer, Lieut. Colonel Fletcher \;Yare, selving 
with the First Cavalry Division at Hue, agreed. "We have 
ou r lonely moments but then on the other side we have 
the women who are in the same boa t, so that you really 
are never alone with your problems. You can go next door 
to a nice neighbor and cry if you feel like it. She'll uncler­
stand and she'll help you." 
Reporters meeting the Schilling Manor wives for the 
first time, and there have been many including television 
commentators from as far away as Germany, always want 
to know why the women don't go back to their parents or 
in-laws while their husbands are overseas. They have a 
ready answer. 
6 
Perhaps Lee Mundt, the wi fe of j\tlajor James A. 
Mundt, a judge advocate, also with the First Cavalry, 
put it best. "If you go back home you feel like a fifth 
wheel. I tried that when my husband was gone before and 
it didn't work. I think if I had attempted it this time I'd 
have lost my mind. You have both sets of parents worry­
ing. It's too hard on the wife and the kids . This way there 
are no fathers around for any of them and they accep t this 
fact. But if evelybody else's daddy comes home at five 
0'clock, then the little ones particularly want to know why 
their father can't do the same thing. It's no good. That's 
why I think Schilling Manor is the greatest thing they 
ever did. " 
Ann White observed: "Two families under the same roof 
just doesn't work. Once you've had your own home and 
your own family-it's hard to relinquish even part of this." 
THEsE WOMEN, however, have a choice. For many, in­cluding most of the 40 percent who are foreign-born, 
returning to their homeland is a physical impossibility. 
Schilling Manor is truly a blessing for them. Tiny, fragile 
Sakiko Hayes from Tokyo, the mother of five children, 
struggled to express her gratitude. "My husband did every­
thing until he wen t overseas. He paid the bills (I never 
wrote a check), and even took the children to the dis­
pensary. Now I have to do everything and it was so hard 
at first I nearly went mad. But, at least here, there are 
people to help me. If something happens to the elech'icity 
or the plumbing, I just give them a call and they fix it. 
This is the best way." Her husband is Austin Hayes, a 
technical sergeant with the Air Force in Saigon. 
No one, of course, claims that life at Schilling Manor is 
idyllic. I n addition to the loneliness, there is an under­
standable tension that permeates the communi ty. "Because 
of this anxiety," Colonel Prin ce explained, "little prob­
lems which ordinarily would disappear tend to become 
magnified. That's what you have to remember and by to 
evaluate at Schilling Manor. You have to decide how much 
of the problem is real in terms of its locus being at Schill­
ing Manor and how much is associated with the relation­
ship that is now ruptured between husband and wife." 
He continued: "It's not easy being both father and 
mother. How to discipline the kids is a major concern. 
Many of the ladies get terribly upset because they can't 
seem to make an older son mind. When the boy did some­
thing wrong before, the father always took care of it." 
"You have to remember," he cautioned, "that at Schill­
ing Manor we have tremenclous differences in cultural and 
national backgrounds. This, coupled with the natural 
concern over dad, can create a potential for lots of diffi­
culties. Fortunately, most of our ladies can cope with them, 
but there are some that don't have the experience and the 
strength to grapple with certain problems that arise. 
For these few, we are available at any time." 
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Trudging home from one of the two schools on the Schilling Manor 
grounds, a group of children me silhouetted against the flat Kansas 
landscape which in the spring looms large ,1 S a sea of grass. 
Mrs. Austin J. Hayes, the Tokyo-born wife of a technical sergeant 
in Saigon, says: "It 's so hard without husbands-really hard." 
-.. 
I 
Keeping fit is a major concern of the Schilling 
Manor ladies. Many of them take part in 
exercise classes, one of many activities I 










Mrs. Herbert L. Clark, holding th e two smallest children, 
is the petite mother of eleven ofl'spring. Her husband is nn 
Army platoon sergean t now se rving in Saignn. 
Mrs. David O. Shore, German-born wife of 
a warrant officer serving in Vietnam, 

waits with daughter, Jennifer, to see 

Colonel Prince. 
The wife of a major serving as a judge 
advocate with the First Cavalry Division at 
Hue, Lee Mundt helped put together a 
400-recipe "Waiting Wives Cookbook." 
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their fears by keeping so busy that they simply don't have 
time to think about them. And there is plenty to do at 
Schilling Manor. Colonel Prince and his staff see to that. 
Women can learn to do anything from decorating cakes 
to repairing ailing automobiles. Much of this activity is 
sponsored by the Waiting Wives Club which this year is 
headed by energetic Lee Mundt. "It's the people who sit 
at home and don 't participate who have the hardest time," 
she said. "If they get out and meet their neighbors and 
make some friends they don't feel nearly so bad." 
Colonel Prince agrees and he thinks this philosophy 
also applies to the children. For this reason, he encour­
ages all sorts of Scouting activities and urges youngsters to 
sign up for the softball and baseball teams. Last year the ' 
Little Leaguers had to play their games at downtown 
parks, but this summer thanks to help from Salina and 
Fort Riley volunteers, there are three new baseball dia­
monds at Schilling Manor. 
THE PROMOTlON OF such projects is one of Colonel Prince's chief concerns. "One of my major responsibili­
ties," he maintains, "is to try and establish resources where 
they don't exist and to coordinate those that we do have. 
Those baseball diamonds are a good example. We really 
needed them-to see such needs being met is gratifying." 
That Salina residents helped develop these new fields is 
especially pleasing to Colonel Prince, for when the waiting 
wives first came to Schilling Manor there was much mis­
understanding about them not only in the town itself, 
but for miles around. Some of the confusion had its hu­
morous side. The colonel likes to tell the story of the old 
Nebraska farmer. Hearing that there was a Waiting 'Vives 
Club at Schilling Manor, he climbed in his pick-up and 
headed straight for the post under the mistaken impres­
sion that he could find himself a wife. 
But not all the uncertainty about the new residents at 
Schilling Manor was merely misguided. Primly proper 
Mrs. Grundys wondered out loud whether some of the 
waiting wives might not be tempted to drink too much 
or take men home with them. Bad jokes even sprang up 
about the "willing" wives . "But," says Colonel Prince, "de­
viant social behavior is less of a problem here than in any 
comparable community. That's because we have built-in 
social control. vVith their husbands away and time on 
their hands, the ladies pay more attention to their neigh­
bors than they would ordinarily." 
"The overwhelming majority of our ladies," he added, 
"are really tremendous. They lead quiet, orderly lives, 
join in many of the activities here at Schilling Manor, and 
contribute a great deal to the community life of down­
town Salina." As for the waiting wives themselves, most 
of them seem to admire the Colonel as much as he re­
spects them. 
"Fabulous," is the way he's most often described. That 
he should be so widely admired surprises Colonel Prince, 
who says almost wistfully, "I would like everybody to feel 
favorably toward me, but that is a goal I'll never achieve." 
The consensus, however, seems to be that he's closer to his 
aim than he suspects. 
Of his success, Colonel Prince says little. He does ad­
mit, however, that his job at Schilling Manor is "the most 
satisfying of my entire career." And that's quite a state­
ment for a man who has served his country almost con­
tinuously since he dropped out of high school in Decem­
ber, 1942, to join the Navy. While serving in that branch 
of the armed forces, young Prince, who eventually became 
a yeoman, first class, observed that "there seemed to be 
some race or nationality requirements for certain jobs in 
the Navy" and this fact bothered him. 
It disturbed him so much that after the war when he 
was in the middle of his studies in business administration 
at Drake University, he decided to switch to social work. 
"That's one decision that · I've never regretted," Colonel 
Prince declared. "I thought that if I went into that profes­
sion I could do as much as anyone individual can about 
racial bias." 
Colonel Prince earned his undergraduate degree in 
1950, and then completed his studies for a graduate de­
gree in social work at vVashington University a year later. 
Shortly after, he became a second lieutenant in the Army 
and a military social worker because, as he puts it, "I felt 
that if I could apply what I had learned in college through 
government service that would be the thing to do since all 
my education past high school had been on the GI Bill." 
Over the years he's held some highly responsible jobs, 
including chief of social work service at the Army mental 
hygiene clinic in Hawaii, the position he left in 1959 to 
begin his doctoral studies. After two years of residency at 
Washington University, he was reassigned to Fort Sam 
Houston and then, after five years he was ordered to 
Schilling Manor. Meanwhile, he's continued, as he put's it, 
to work off and on for his Doctor of Social Work degree 
awarded him at commencement this June. 
I T's BEEN QUITE a struggle, the Colonel admits, especially since he's had to finish his dissertation while working 
practically around the clock at his job. 
"Some people don't take work home with them-I do," 
he says matter-of-factly. "For me it's difficult to forget some 
of the problems that human beings have." It's this very deep 
concern which people sense in Colonel Prince. Such com­
passion is rare, but even rarer is the compliment one 
waiting wife recently paid him and his work. Groping 
for words to express her appreciation, she said simply, 
"Colonel Prince is a wonderful man. I'm very happy we 
came to Schilling Manor, and if it's ever necessary for us 
.to come here again, I'll do it gladly." That tribute from a 
normally reserved Bostonian was the very nicest gradu­
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CAN A PARTY DUMP 

AN INCUMBENT PRESIDENT? 

W AS HE PUSHED or did he jump? Perhaps Lyndon Johnson himself was uncertain 
when he announced that he would not seek re-election in 
1968. Yet a little more than two weeks earlier Eugene J. 
McCarthy had carried the New Hampshire Presidential 
primary in an anti-Johnson campaign, and Robelt F. Ken­
nedy had declared that he, too, would seek to replace 
LBJ as the Democratic nominee. With the President's 
popularity in doubt, particularly on the issue of the Viet­
nam war and its consequences for the Great Society, it is 
certain that he withdrew in the face of a sharp challenge 
to wrest the nomination from him. 
By counting himself out under such pressures, John­
son scored a first in American political history, Three of 
our thit'ty-five Presidents~James K. Polk, James Buchan­
an, and Rutherford B. Hayes~committed themselves to 
a single tenn. But no chief executive before Lyndon 
Johnson has withdrawn in the midst of an organized effort 
to replace him as his party's nominee, 
Yet in the concerted attempt to shelve an incumbent 
president, LBJ's experience is far from unique. It raises a 
question that has actually been a persistent one in Ameri­
can politics~Can a political party deny renomination to 
its highest and generally most powerful figure , the man 
who occupies the White House? And there is a corollary 
question~What happens to a party when it goes before 
the voters after an attempt has been made on the in­
cumbent President's political life? 
Wi]]jam Nisbet Chambers 
By WILLIAM NISBET CHAMBERS 
Edward M allinckrodt Distinguished 
University Pro fessor 
In the early stages of the "Dump Johnson" movemen t, 
the conventional wisdom said that it couldn't be done, 
and that the party that t.ried it would suffer at the hands 
of the voters. Even in the depths of the Great Depression 
in 1932, the pundits argued, the Republicans knew they 
had to stick with Herbert Hoover although a few leaders 
did talk brieRy of replacing him with Calvin Coolidge, 
In fact our forty-five presidential elections before 1968 
show ten attempts, all told, to deny renomination to an 
incumbent President. Excluding the virtually uncontested 
triumphs of George Washington in 1789 and 1792 and of 
James Momoe in 1820, the count comes to nearly one in 
four contests in which such attempts have been made. 
Some of the intended victims were obscure, but the list in­
cludes figures as weighty as Abraham Lincoln and Harry 
S Truman. 
R ISTOll\' IS NOT a handbook for politicians, but a look at the record of the past may supply some answers to 
the conventional wisdom and put the events of our own 
times in perspective. 
The earliest foray came in 1800, against the second 
President and in the second contested election. The tar­
get was John Adams of Massachusetts, a moderate Federal­
ist whose aloof, self-righteous ways had offended many 
of his fellow partisans. 
As chief executive Adams faced the divisive problems 
of an undeclared naval war with France, One thorn in 
11 
his side was the brilliant Alexander Hamilton, who in ef­
fect led a "hawkish" Federalist faction. When Adams 
chose to seek an end to the war through negotiations, the 
enraged Hamiltonians determined to drop him. There was 
no national convention then, but Federalist members of 
Congress did hold a nominating caucus in the spring of 
1800. Yet when the showdown came, even the Hamil­
tonians supported Adams and General Charles Cotesworth 
Pinckney of South Carolina as his presumed running 
mate, in part because they found that Adams had more 
popular support than they had anticipated. 
But Hamilton had another second-line strategy in mind 
that was possible under the electoral system of the time. 
This was to arrange the Federalist electoral vote so that 
;1 Pinckney would be named President while the hated 
Adams was demoted to the vice-presidency. This strategy 
failed too, but in the end Adams lost out to Thomas 
Jefferson in a close contest, while his party lost both 
houses of Congress. 
Vice Presidents who took office on the death of Presi­
dents in the next hundred years appear to have been 
particularly vulnerable to attack. All four Vice-Presidential 
successors in the ninteenth centUlY were shunted aside by 
party conventions, which became standard from 1832 on. 
Two of these four lost their chances for renomination 
after they broke with the parties that made them Vice 
President. 
THE FIRST SUCH victim was John Tyler of Virginia, a former Democrat turned Whig. The convention poli­
ticians who made him William Heru·y Harrison's running 
mate in 1840 were simply trying to balance the ticket by 
matching "T ippecanoe" Harrison from the North with 
"Tyler Too" from the South. The strategy worked. vVhen 
the compliant Harrison died a month after he took office, 
Tyler, always somewhat stiff and unbending, proceeded to 
veto bill after bill sent up by a Congress dominated by 
the dashing Whig hero HenlY Clay and was in effect 
read out of the party. Although he fi shed for the Demo­
cratic nomination and then for a nomination by his OW11 
political dependents , nothing could save him. He found 
himself a political outcast. 
The Whigs went on to name Clay for 1844, but he lost 
in a close contest to James K. Polk, the Democratic nomi­
nee and first "dark horse." The Democrats also carried 
both houses of Congress. 
The story was more dramatic for Andrew Johnson of 
Tennessee. Also a former Democrat, he was a man of 
little education, often tactless, an obscure tailor before he 
made his way up the political ladder. In ano ther ticket­
balancing act, he was slated for the vice presidency by 
the "Union"-Republican convention of 1864 · along with 
Abraham Lincoln. After Lincoln was assassinated, Johnson 
as President found himself on a collision course with the 
dominant Radical Republicans in Congress over issues of 
Reconstruction and Negro rights in the vanquished South. 
He, too, fought back, although he hardly helped his cause 
when he often appeared to be drunk in the course of a 
stumping tour in 1866. 
When Johnson removed the Radical Republican plotter 
Edwin M. Stanton from his cabinet in early 1868, the 
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Radical forces in Congress immediately brought impeach­
ment charges and almost succeeded in getting a c.onvic­
tion. Obviously, Johnson had lost any chance he might 
have had for the Republican nomination. Like Tyler, the 
tailor in the ',l,Thite House wooed the Democrats, but the 
suit was hopeless. The Republicans nominated the Civil 
War hero Ulysses S. Grant and swept the Presidential 
and Congressional contests. 
The descent into oblivion of two other vice-presidential 
successors, Millard Fillmore and Chester Alan Arthur, 
perhaps was suitable. Most Americans today can scarcely 
remember who they were. 
A journeyman politician from New York, as bland as 
he was handsome, Fillmore became President when Zach­
ary Taylor died in 1850. He offended anti-slavery leaders 
in the \¥big party, and some Southern extremists too, 
when he supported a set of slavery-compromise proposals 
Henry Clay had sponsored in Congress. In addition many 
Whig politicos, remembering their triumphs with mili­
tary heroes like "Old Tippecanoe" Harrison in 1840 and 
"Old Rough and Ready" Taylor in 1848, thought they 
had a more "available" candidate. With the Northern wing 
of the party they backed the latest man on a white horse, 
"Old Fuss and Feathers," ne Winfield Scott. After fifty­
three convention ballots Fillmore was shunted aside, but 
Scott fell before the Democratic entry, Franklin Pierce, 
and the Whigs also lost the House and Senate. 
Nearly thirty years later in 1881, when James A. Gar­
fi eld was shot by a disgruntled office-seeker, his successor 
was Chester Arthur. Genial, easy-going, dignified, Arthur 
had also climbed the spoils ladder in the Empire State. 
He was slated for the vice-presidency in 1880 to balance 
the books between Republican "Stalwarts" and "Half­
breeds," so named for their loyalty or opposition to Gen­
eral Grant and his following: Garfield was a Halfbreed, 
Arthur a Stalwart. 
As President, Arthur surprised everyone by supporting 
civil service reform. This strange course soured the spoils­
men on him, and he was also caught in the continuing 
squeeze behveen Stalwarts and Halfbreeds . On the fourth 
ballot at the Republican convention of 1884, Arthur feU 
to James G. Blaine of Maine, the brilliant but conupt 
"Plumed Knight" of the Halfbreed phalanx. In the elec­
. tion, the Democrat Grover Cleveland eked out a victmy 

by three-tenths of one per cent of the popular vote, and 

the two parties divided control in Congress. 
MEAl'nVHILE, three attempts had been launched to side­. track Presidents who had been elected on their own. 
In aU three instances the party involved was victorious in 
both the Presidential and Congressional contests. 
Not to be outdone by Federalists and Whigs, the Demo­
crats had joined the game in the turbulent 1850's. Their 
victim was Franklin Pierce of New Hampshire, who beat 
Scott in 1852. 
The amiable, somewhat inebriate Pierce, who had been 
sold in the campaign as a "Young Hickory," proved more 
pliable than the nickname suggested. His willingness to 
open the Kansas-Nebraska territory to slavery and his 
support for pro-slavelY forces in the miniature Civil 'Var 
of 1856 in "bleeding Kansas" was too much for many 
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Northern Democrats. His course also disturbed the party's 
political calculators, who saw the inept President as a po­
tenti al loser in 1856. 
SOON JAMES BUCHANAN of Pennsylvania had his hat in the ring. Polished, urbane, and conveniently aloof 
from the controversy as American ambassador to England, ' 
he took an early lead at the convention; Pierce was second, 
in part because he controlled the federal patronage; and 
Stephen A. Douglas of Illinois was a poor third, When 
Pierce fell off badly on succeeding ballots, ad ministration 
henchmen withdrew his name, and a seventeenth roll-call 
made Buchanan the nominee. This time the "available" 
candidate won handily-and settled for a single term, giv­
ing way in 1860 to Abraham Lincoln. 
More than once Lyndon Johnson has suggested parallels 
between his burden in Vietnam and Lincoln's troubles dur­
ing the Civil War, and in 1864 Lincoln also faced attempts 
to deny him renomination, In his case it was Radical 
Republican "hawks," however, who lau nched the attack, 
Two possible rivals sought to replace the "awful woe­
ful ass," as a Cincinnati editor called Lincoln. One was his 
self-important, ever-ambitious Treasury Secretary, Salmon 
p, Chase of Ohio; the other the glamorous, erratic General 
John Charles Fremont, then in command at St. Louis, An 
old anti-slavery crusader, Chase gave up when pro­
Lincoln party professionals undermined the Secretary's 
support in his home state and in neighboring Indiana, 
In border-state Missouri, Fremont had issued a local 
emancipation proclamation of his own before Lincoln was 
ready for such a policy, and an informal mass convention 
put him forward as a Radical Republican nominee. 
But the Radicals underestimated Lincoln's strengths, 
His sensitive humanity and deep concern had won him a 
place in the hearts of the voters. He also manipulated 
patronage and the party machinery with consummate skill; 
and as the convention neared, the old rail-splitter proved 
highly adroit at political fence-mending. At the conven­
tion the Missouri delegation, fenced in , soon joined in mak­
ing Lincoln's renomination unanimous. Buoyed by new 
successes on the military front, he went on to an impres­
sive election victory. 
The next foray, against Ulysses S. Grant in 1872, turned 
again on contention between Radical and moderate 
Republican fact ions, But this time the issues included 
corruption in Washington and the ta riff, and the opposi­
tion encompassed a melange of Civil Service and good­
government reformers, A brilliant military commander 
despite his struggles with the bottle and the Confederate 
army, Grant was far from a commanding figure as Presi­
dent. Scandal after scandal rocked his administration, 
The spearhead of opposition came again from St. Louis, 
where the crusading Senator Carl Schurz, aided by his 
young friend Joseph Pulitzer, was in open rebellion. The 
Missouri dissidents adopted the name "Liberal Repub­
lican" and called for a reform candidate. Frightened 
administration managers quickly devised a flanking move­
ment, sponsoring measures which at least appeared to 
promise moderate Reconstruction, tariff reduction, and 
some civil-service reform. When a Liberal Republican 
national convention met, hope of blocking Grant had 
virtually disappeared. 
The Liberal conclave nominated Horace Greeley, who 
was also taken up by the Democrats, The eccentric editor 
of the New York Tribune was a hopeless choice, and 
Grant's unan imous renomination by the regular Repub­
licans was ,routine. In the election, he won by a land­
slide. 
PREVIOUS TO THE "Dump Johnson" movement of 1968, the twentieth centUly had seen only two concerted 
attempts to set aside incumbent Presidents. The targets 
were William Howard Taft in 1912 and Harry S Truman 
in 1948. 
After two strenuous terms in office Theodore Roose­
velt, who had given the Republican party a new, pro­
gressive look, made Taft his successor in 1908, But the 
jovial, massive gentleman from Ohio-he weighed more 
than three hundred pounds-was soon in trouble. Pro­
gressives accused him of deserting the cause and de­
nounced him for accepting the embraces of the Old 
Guard , Soon they were organizing behind Senator Rob­
ert M , LaFollette of Wisconsin as an anti-Taft candidate, 
The flamboyant Roosevelt , back from shooting lions 
in Africa and being lionized in Europe, also turned 
against his old protege. He demonstrated his availability 
when he won 278 convention delegates in the newly­
established Presidential primaries, to 48 for Taft , But 
a Taft majority in the national committee controlled 
the patronage and the shadow-delegates from the Dem­
ocratic Solid South, By rejecting contested Roosevelt 
delegates wholesale at the convention in 1912, adminis­
,tration managers were able to get Taft renominated on 
the first ballot. Even so almost a third of the delegates 
refused to vote, and nearly a sixth went for "T. R.," La­
Follette, or other candidates, 
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Forthwith, Roosevelt and many of the progressives 
seceded. Declaring that he felt "like a bull moose," T. R. 
proclaimed that "we stand at Armageddon, and we battle 
for the Lord." Battle he did, at the head of a quickly 
formed Progressive party, soon nicknamed "Bull Moose." 
But the Republican split gave victory to Woodrow Wil­
son, a Democratic progressive himself, while Taft ran 
a bad third and the Democrats carried Congress. 
The attempt to shelve Truman was less apocalyptic. 
In the post-war years as Franklin D. Roosevelt's vice­
presidential successor, Truman also alienated elements 
within his party. As 1948 approached his political stock 
fell to an a ll-time low, and he was plagued by a wide­
spread belief that he simply could not win. Party reg­
ulars, frustrated New Dealers, white-supremacy South­
erners, union leaders, aliena ted intellectuals-all joined 
in the cry. 
But the bouncy man from Missouri had to be shown. 
He had not lost what he would have called his "guts"; 
and when General Dwight D. Eisenhower and Supreme 
Court Justice \ViIJiam O. Douglas refused to serve as pos­
sible substitute candidates, concerted opposition in the 
North collapsed. Only Senator Richard B. Russell of 
Georgia opposed the President at the Democratic con­
vention, and Truman won on the first ballot. Some of the 
Southerners bolted to support J. Strom Thurmond of 
South Carolina on a "Dixiecrat" ticket, and fonner Vice 
Presiden t Henry A. Wallace joined another "battle for 
the Lord ," at the head of a new Progressive party. Fight­
ing back, denouncing the Republican "do-nothing" Con­
gress, and responding jubilantly to the cries of "give 'em 
hell, Harry," Truman staged the last great whistle-stop 
campaign. 
The result surprised nearly evelyone except Truman, 
who was perhaps the only man who thought Truman 
could win. He triumphed with nearly half of the total 
popular vote in a four-party contest, and helped to re­
turn Democratic majorities to both houses of Congress. 
CAN A PARTY dump an incumbent President? \Vhat chance would McCarthy or Kennedy have had to side­
track Lyndon Johnson if he had not withdrawn? What 
does the rccord say to the maxims of the conventional 
wisdom? 
It is far from unthinkable to dump the man in the 
vVhite House. It has been tried in almost one out of 
every four contes ted elections before 1968, though only 
twice in seventeen elections in the twentieth century. 
It can be done. Of ten attempts, five were successful, 
although two of the five successes were scored against 
men who had broken with their parties. 
A movement to set aside an incumbent will not neces­
sarily bring defeat in the fall election. The ten recorded 
attempts were followed in five cases by victory, in five 
by defeat. \"'here the incumbent was renominated, the 
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record shows three wins and two losses. "Vhere he was 
shelved, the party won in two cases and lost in three. 
Case by case the records provide no evidence that 
attempts to dump a President were decisive in the elec­
tion outcome, that the party would have won if only it 
had refrained from attacks on the man in office. The 
Republicans might well have triumphed in 1912 if they 
had united behind either Taft or Theodore Roosevelt, 
thus avoiding a third-party split. Yet, although the con­
ventional wisdom dwells on this instance, it is unique. 
The outcome in every other case was detennined by the 
over-all political situation of the time. 
There is no correlation between efforts to dump an 
incumbent President and Congressional election results. 
Where the Presidential candidate has won, the party 
has generally done well in Congress ; only defeat in the 
Presidential race has brought reverses in Congress too. 
Y ET THE QU E STION remains-What would have hap­pened at Chicago this summer if Lyndon Johnson had 
not withdrawn? 
The five-to-five record of success in efforts to shelve 
an incumbent does not mean that the opposition forces 
of 1968 would have had a fifty-fifty chance if LBJ had 
carried his case to the convention. No movement has 
succeeded against strong chief executives or men who 
possessed powerful political appeal; all of the successes 
were scored against relatively ineffectual Presidents. Ye t 
the contest of 1968 was hardly shaping up as "an ordinary 
election," as Senator McCarthy observed, and it might 
have brought the first upse t. 
Past efforts to dump an incumbent have been most 
common in times of political stress and confusion. Thus. 
for example, five such attempts occurred between 1852 
and 1872, the era of bitter slavelY controversy, the Civil 
"Var, and Reconstruction; and three of the five succeeded. 
Our times are the most critical since the 1860's, and 
Lyndon Johnson is not precisely Lincoln any more than 
.he is Millard Fillmore. The historical record and the 
politics of 1968 indicate that the anti-Johnson forces 
could have gone to Chicago without fear of serious reper­
cussions in the November election, and that success 
was a real possibility. \Vhether the upheaval of our time 
would have been enough to lead the convention to "dump 
Johnson," however, is uncertain. Events in Vietnam and 
the urban ghettoes might have detennined the result. 
Yet the anti-Johnson movement has demolished for our 
time the myth that it is impossible to challenge a Presi­
dent from within his own party. This will remain the case 
even if Vice President Hubert Humphrey, resuming his 
campaign af ter Robert Kennedy's tragic dea th, goes on to 
win the Democratic nomination. Insofar as LBJ was 
"pushed," or withdrew under fire, his foes can claim the 
first victory of its kind. 
In any event, 1968 will hardly go into history as an 
"ordinary" year. 
On a mesa near the Mexican border, grazing cattle seem 
undisturbed by the impending impact of Washington 




Astrophysicists are in a pleasant quandary. 
They are collecting new data so fast that theo­
rists will have to scramble to build up-to-date 
models of basic processes within and outside of 
our galaxy. 
Dramatic discoveries of cosmic events, such 
an I t' t news.as " quasars"d"pu sars, " ge 10 0 the 
But this is only one area in which striking new 
phenomena are being uncovered. 
In another field of astrophysics, scientists 
measure high-speed atomic nuclei, called "pri­
mary cosmic radiation," which constantly shower 
the earth's outer atmosphere. Measurement of 
these atomic elements is an important contri­
bution to our understanding of galactic processes ! 
(see "Cosmic Rays," Summer, 1965, Washington I I 
University Magazine). Finding the distribution of 
the elements in cosmic radiation can show how 
far the particles have come, their age, and what 
kinds of sources produced them. Elements heavi­
er than hydrogen entering our atmosphere have 
been studied for twenty years and it has been 
established that the overwhelming bulk are com­
posed of hydrogen nuclei (93 per cent) and 
helium (6.3 per cent). All the rest of the atomic 
elements, that is, atomic numbers 3 to 104, 
amount to only .7 per cent. And of this tiny pro­
portion little evidence has existed until recently 
for cosmic radiation heavier than zinc, or atomic 
number 30 (Washington University physicists 
term elements of atomic member 30 and above 
"extremely heavy cosmic radiation," or EHCR). 
In 1966, cosmic ray researchers were taken 
by surprise when the University of Bristol's cosmic 
ray group reported that they had identified 
uranium nuclei in an EHCR test. Very heavy 
elements of atomic number 90 and beyond 
should be extremely rare in any normal distribu­
tion of matter. Moreover, as they travel through 
interstellar space they should have a very high 
probability for breaking up. No one expected to 
find them in the Bristol test's first small sampling, 
and this intensified interest in EHCR. 
Washington University's laboratory for space 
physics was in a unique position at the time of 
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Graduate students and their wives pitched in to put finishing touches on 
Barndoor II before it was covered with layers of plastics and special emulsions. 
McDonnell Douglas Corp. and NASA are helping to support the program. 
Barndoor II, ten by sixteen feet , is 
shown hanging from "Tiny Tim," a 
huge vehicle used in launchings from 
the Scientific Balloon Base in 
Palestine, Texas ; the square boxes 
below the Barndoor hold electronic 
equipment for radio control ; off in 
distance, at right, the polyethylene 
balloon is being inflated just 
prior to the launching. 
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the Bristol report to enter the field of EHCR 
detection. The cosmic ray group had twelve 
years of experience with the "nuclear emulsion" 
detection technique used by the Bristol research­
ers. Nuclear emulsions are layers of photographic 
material especially sensitive to particle radia­
tion. In addition, Dr. Robert Walker, McDonnell 
Professor in physics, had developed a method 
in which some common plastics could be used 
for the detection of EHCR. Unlike nuclear emul­
sions, the plastic sheets record only those tracks 
left by nuclei of about atomic number 30 and 
higher. This eliminates the prodigious chore of 
having to sort out the EHCR from millions of 
tracks that would be left by the lighter nuclei. 
It was natural for the University space labora­
tory group, which includes Professors Michael 
Friedlander and Joseph Klarmann, to combine 
their respective techniques. Also collaborating 
in the experiment were Dr. R. L. Fleischer and 
Dr. P. B. Price of General Electric Co. The ma­
terial in the new detector was simply layers of 
plastic which were sandwiched between layers 
of nuclear emulsion. The detectors were spread 
out over an area of more than 100 square feet. 
Appropriately enough, the University launches 
last September and May from the Scientific Bal­
loon Base in Palestine, Texas, were called Barn­
door I and Barndoor II, respectively. 
Through the use of helium-fi"ed polyethylene 
balloons, the detection equipment was carried 
to the outer limits of the atmosphere, or above 
120,000 feet. Below this region EHCR are nearly 
completely destroyed through collisions with 
matter in the atmosphere. 
"We would like to have kept the equip­
ment up for forty hours," said Dr. Klarmann, 
"to collect as many of the rare particles as 
possible." "Unfortunately the balloon reached 
the Mexican border after fourteen hours, and the 
equipment had to be parachuted back to earth." 
After the materials are shipped back to the 
laboratory on campus, the plastic sheets are im­
mersed in a solution of lye which rapidly eats or 
etches out minute holes which each particle 
heavier than atomic number 30 penetrated. The 





scanning the sheets with an optical microscope, 
and automatically, with a system much like the 
one used to find the leak in a bicycle tire. Once 
the track is located via the hole in the plastic, the 
particle producing it is identified by the charac­
teristic shape in the nuclear emulsion. The latter 
method is used to provide a proven and reliable 
means of checking the results in the plastic. 
Results from Barndoor I confirmed the existence 
of EHCR which had been predicted from studies 
of elements found in meteorites. (See "Fossil 
Tracks From Outer Space," Spring, 1967, Wash­
ington University Magazine.) No particles have 
been identified as yet in the region of uranium; 
the heaviest track found was rhodium, atomic 
number 45. However, to detect tracks in the 
uranium region with certainty, the researchers 
are agreed that they will have to develop much 
larger detectors, plus longer balloon flights. 
Another long-range plan is to run EHCR tests 
in the Apo"o "manned orbital workshop" space 
station which the United States hopes to launch 
in about five years. The University is discussing 
a major collaboration on such a project with the 
Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, the Uni­
versity of Bristol, and General Electric Company. 
In the meantime, the cosmic ray researchers 






Last summer Washington University 
engineering alumnus C. C. Duncan celebrated 
his fortieth anniversary with the Long Lines 
Department of American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company on shipboard supervising 
the first deep-sea plowing and planting 
of transoceanic telephone cable. He is 
the man responsible for AT&T's vast overseas 
operations which are carried over a globe­
spanning communications network he has 
been instrumental in creating. 
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A FAMILY IN New York receives word that their son has been wounded in Vietnam. The communique says 
that he is being treated for leg and chest wounds in a field 
hospital in Na Trang. Tlu'ough American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company they get word to him to ca ll home. 
The son picks up a telephone in the Na Trang hospital . 
The call is can-ied over military ground circuits to Saigon, 
by radio to Hong Kong, by British Commonwealth under­
water cable to Guam, over Bell Systems cable to the west 
coast of the United States, and across the U. S. on 
AT&T's long lines circuits. vVithin a few minutes the 
telephone rings in the famil y's home in upstate New York. 
You can trace the path of the call on the worlel. map in 
C. C. Duncan's New York office, following the black lines 
indicating the military cables th:tt now loop Vietn:tm, the 
green lines of British cable, :tnd the long red lines which 
are AT&T's underseas c;lblc network. The map is criss­
crossed with world-wiele underse:ts cables, dotted with 
sa tellite and radio transmission loc:t tions , and markecl 
with the four commun ications satellites. 
In all, it represents the responsib ili ty of W ashington 
University alumnus C. C. (Cliff) Duncan, assistan t vice 
president of American Telephone and Telegmph Company 
in charge of OVerseas operations. Duncan has been instru­
mental in creating the ever-widening network of satellite, 
high frequency radio, and submarine cable communica­
tions which links U. S. telephones to 200 countri es. 
"Vie tnam is the first battlefield in history to bc connected 
to the world by telephone," Duncan says. "Since the first 
of the year our boys have been able to call home from 
outside of Saigon and we have also set up communica­
tions to Thailand, Bangkok, and the Philippines for service­
men on res t periods. Some of these calls use a com bination 
of cables, sa tellites , and ground station s. 
"Before the wa r, servicc was hy radio and we didn't 
have half a dozen calls a clay. vV(~ had a very difficult 
time improving that service until the Guam-Hon g Kong 
cable was completed in 1966. 'Ve ge t a good radio p8th 
between Hong Kong and Saigon so we now h;1\'c seven 
circuits which handle about 150 non-military calls a day. 
By DOROTHEA WOLFGRAM 
Office of Publications 
FORTY THOUSAND MILES 
,UNDER THE SEA 
f. 
That's not enough, but it will take care of the emergencies." 
It is hard to imagine C. C. Duncan behind a desk. He 

overflows with energy. At leisure he puffs a stubby cigar, 

paces, and talks with a Midwestern twang and a cracker­

barrel friendliness. A Duncan call to Mr. Ohno, head of 

Japan's overseas telephone system, sounds like a cha t with 

a local telephone operator. Duncan is as much a t home 

pacing the deck of AT&T's cable laying ship, C.S. Long 

Lines; poring over a chart of the South China Sea; flying 

above Alaska's wilderness; or standing before a London 

engineers' club as he is Sit ting in his twen ty-fifth-Roor 

office at AT&T's Long Lines headquarters in New York. 

Since 1956, Duncan has personally directed the lay­

ing of 40,000 miles of telephone cable under the seas, 

more than any other man in history. He originated the con­

cep t of "hardened" overl anel cable and underground com­

munications centers. He conceived and supervised the 

planning of an Alaskan troposphcric scatter radio system 

called "'Vhite Alice" to connect early warning radar sta­

tions to fighter bases inland. 

DU NCAN BEGA N HIS CABEEn with the Long Lines De­partment of AT&T in 1927, a few weeks after his 

graduation from 'Vashington Univers ity witJ1 a degree in 

electrical engineering. It was the year of the first overseas 

telephone c811, tran smi tted by high frequency radio from 

New York to London. That year thcre were 2200 calls 

maele to Europe at $75 a call. Last year 2200 calls from 

the U. S. throughout the worlel were handled by AT&T 

overseas systems every ninety minutes. A call to Europe 

now costs $7.50 by day and $5.70 at night. 

This is the span of Cliff Duncan's forty-one years wi th 

Long Lines. He spent the early years in St. Louis and 

Dallas . Within the United States the Long Lines Depart­

ment is set up primarily to interconnect Dell System com­

panies. vVithout Long Lines circuits a call from St. Louis 

to New York would go through Sou thwes tern Bell, Illinois 

Bell, Indiana Bell, and a number of o ther short circuits. 

In 1951 Duncan left St. Louis to join the operating staff 

in ?\few York. Two ye<lls latcr he bC'C<lJll l' general manoger 
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In .June, 1955, Duncan (right) 
and his British counterpa rt (left) 
were aboard the Hl\'ITS 'Monarch, 
a British vessel , off the coast 
of Newfoundland to supervise the 
laying of the first transatlantic 
telephone cable. He is present 
these days on all cabl e- lays 
of an unusual na ture, 
of special projects, and in 1956 he was made chief eng i­
neer, He assumed his presen t responsibilities in 1960, 
DURING THE EARLY 1950's plans were just getting under­way to lay Transatlantic One (TAT-l)-the first 
undersea ocean-spanning cable, Every step of the opera­
tion from cable-making to cable-tending was pioneer work. 
Duncan and other eng ineers knew that the idea was 
fea sible, but many questions were unanswered. Statistics 
told them that to be economically practical, cable compo­
nents must have a twenty-year life span, Was it possible to 
manufacture cable repea ters, which amplify voice signals , 
under conditions which would assure trouble-free func­
tioning for that long? Would fish eat through cable cover­
ings? How much slack was needed to conmpensate for 
the rise and fall of the ocean floor? Once laid, could the 
cable be economically maintained? These and countless 
other problems had to be solved, 
Early in 1955, the cable was ready. The next year the 
first transatlantic cable telephone message was transmitted 
from New York to London. Within a decade, Duncan had 
supervised the laying of three more transatl antic cables, a 
Pacific complex, and cables to Puerto Rico, Hawaii , and 
Alaska, 
The early twin-cables and their more powerful single­
cable successors had given Bell engin eers the answers to 
many of their questions, Repeaters, which are placed 
within the cable evelY ten miles, today are manufactured 
by Western Electric Company, a Bell subsidiary, under 
conditions geared to eliminate imperfections, The assem­
bly areas are kept surgically clean and employees wear 
special lint-free clothing. Each repea ter takes sixty-three 
weeks to make and undergoes 1700 test procedures. 
In Jul y, a new cable carrying transistorized repea ters 
will go into service between Florida and the Virgin 
Islands_ The repeaters amplify the voice to compensa te 
for volume lost in travel along the previous miles_ The 
new tra nsistors, which replace vacuum tubes, have a low 
power requi.rement enabling Bell to put more units in each 
repea ter and greatly increase the circuit capacity, A tran­
sistorized cable can ca rry 720 simultaneous conversotions 
compared to TAT-l's 36 and TAT-3's 138_ 
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Armored C,l ble was b id on Transatlantic-One, but in 
today's deep ocean cables the steel wires are placed in 
the center of the cable and covered with a tough poly­
ethylene which is not eaten by marine life . Armored 
cable is still used for shore ends_ 
As the first step in laying an ocean cable, 50- to 100­
mile lengths of armored segments are la id aod the crew 
then splices cable onto the shore segment, \Vhen the splice 
is completed, the entire cabl~both that already laid and 
that stored on the ship-is energized. Test officers are abl e 
to talk and tes t over the cable as the ship proceeds, 
As the cable is laid, enough slack is calculated into the 
mileage to assure that the cable lies flat on the peaks and 
va lIeys of the ocean floor. The first transatl antic telegraph 
cables were laid with 20 per cent slack, but Bell engi­
neers have cut that margin to about 4 per cent. Each per 
cent represented $500,000 to $1,000,000. 
-With the developmen t of cable-laying has come the 
cable ship. Many of the innovations pioneered by Bell on 
the C.S, Long L-ines are now used the world over. Last 
July Duncan was in Tokyo for the dedication of a Japanese 
cable ship which will lay, repair, and maintain cables in 
the -Western Pacific, Because he was instrumental in its 
desigll, the Japanese have dubbed Duncan "grandfather" for 
, the KDD. Maru . Though ocean cable lay ing had been 
constantly improved during the 50's, Duncan was far from 
satisfied, One problem stubborn ly persisted-fishing breaks , 
"In 1959, my family and I were at a Pennsylvania re­
sort." Duncan relates, "I had just sat down, drink in hand, 
lighted a cigar, put my feet up on the coffee table, and 
said 'This is the first time in six months that I've had 
time to relax' when the telephone rang. 
"A Russ ian trawler operating off the coast of New­
foundland had cut the transa tlantic cable, In the excite­
ment an American desh'oyer had rushed to the scene 
and boarded the Russian vessel. It created an international 
incident. I sa id to myself, right then , 'We have got to 
learn how to bury those cables.''' 
About 96 pCI' cent of all cabJe failures have been caused 
by fishing activities, The rest have been things like ice­
bergs, underwater landslides, or cable defects. Th e trawlers 
drag their nets across the bottom and hook the cable. As. 
the net is pulled in the cable may break or the fishermen 
may find the black sinuous monster lying hopelessly en­
tangled in the net on the deck. Duncan says that fisher­
men have been very helpful but a net-cable tangle be­
comes a question of the cable or the net. 
"You have to realize," he adds "that people have been 
fishing in some of these areas, as off Newfoundland, for 
centuries and that we are the intruders. We set out to 
find a way to bury the shore-end cables. 
"Finally last summer we did it. We plowed in one 
hundred miles of two cables off the coast of New Jersey." 
BELL LABORATORIES developed a sea-plow about the size of a Greyhound bus and weighing fifteen tons. 
The plow is towed behind a cable ship, sliding along the 
ocean bottom on sled-like runners , plowing, laying cable, 
and covering over in simultaneous operations. Last summer 
was the first time cable had been buried in water so deep 
that divers couldn't readily operate. Bell engineers believe 
the plow can operate in water depths up to 1800 feet, 
though to date it has operated only in 600-foot depths. 
"The New Jersey bottom," Duncan explains, "is very 
hard clay. This is ideal for our plowing. We will not 
plow cable into velY rocky bottom, both because of the 
difficulty and because b'awling is impossible there. 
"Last summer's operation produced some interesting 
Sidelights. A television camera was attached to the plow 
so that, for the first time, engineers and scientists aboard 
the vessel could see the ocean bottom and the cable. 
"I was interested in the fact that fishermen have been 
claiming for years that fishing was good around the 
cables because the fish were attracted to them. I was 
skeptical-it's an awfully good excuse for getting tangled 
up with the cables-but sure enough, every few feet along 
the old cable you could see nests. Those poor little things 
seek every bit of shelter they can find ." 
The cable-laying operations for years have yielded by­
products for marine biologists and oceanographers, who 
go along or are sent specimens collected for them. Plow­
ing will probably increase this sideline activity since it 
offers an opportunity to see the bottom along the shelf. 
The IHonarch wa5 pressed 
into servi ce for ea rly 
cable-hying, but 
today all cable is plowed, 
Inid , ;1J)d maintained from specially 
designed and equ ipped ships. The 
C.S. Lang Lines lays cable from 
the stern at speeds up to eight 
knots, playing out cable day and 
night as it heads across the oceans. 
This spring forty-four miles of the Florida end of the 
St. Thomas cable was plowed off the Florida coast in 
a potential fishing area. "We expect that in the future 
whenever we place new cable we will plow in the shore 
ends if possible. On a proposed new b'ansatlantic cable 
being able to plow will permit us to come off the coast 
of Rhode Island despite the fact that there is a b ig Rus­
sian trawling fleet operating there now. If we couldn't 
plow in, we'd have to come into the Virginia coast, and it 
would cost $4 million for 200 more miles of cable." 
'When cables are plowed in, their locations are fixed 
electronically and charted so that breaks can be located. 
Duncan believes that buried cables provide some measure 
of increased security against sabotage. 
"But diversity is still the greatest security. We think it 
best to keep a balance of cable, radio , and satellite cir­
cuits. The 'hot line' for instance, isn' t one line but a num­
ber of lines, traveling diverse routes , some cable, some 
radio, some satellite, and various combinations of these. 
One way or another we should get calls through." 
Out of Bell Systems' pioneering work in communications 
satellites has grown COMSAT, the Communications Satel­
lite Corporation, an agency for operation and develop­
ment of international communications space devices. Bell 
now rents more than 200 circuits from COMSAT, and 
Duncan expects this number to reach 2000 in five years. 
'Vithin a few years many overseas calls will be dialed 
direct. A successful tJ'ial of direct dialing was conducted be· 
tween New York and London and Paris. At present, phone 
users in this country can dial numbers in the Virgin Is­
lands and as soon as the new cable is placed in service 
this summer, direct dialing will be extended to Puerto 
Rico, with substantial rate cuts. 
"We have a number of problems to solve," says Duncan. 
"One is the incompatibility of the world's dials. Tele­
phone dials are set up by various national pattems. Num­
bers dialed in the U. S. may be interpreted quite differ· 
ently on a dial in Cairo or in Moscow. 
"But we'll solve these problems and others. And when 
we have, we'll worry about what to do when a man in St. 
Louis calls up and says, 'My little boy made a mistake 














The subject of abortion involves serious medical, legal, and moral issues. In this article, two fac­
ulty members of the Washington University School of Medicine discuss these issues and attempt 
to put them into the perspective of today's changing world. Dr. Peterson, head of the University's 
Division of Gastroenterology, is chairman of the Physicians Forum, a national organization of 
doctors dedicated to the goal of guaranteeing a single high standard of health care for all citizens. 
The Forum has taken the position that all laws which accept the view that abortion is a criminal 
act should be repealed. Dr. Vavra, a hematologist, has taken a long and active interest in the 
field of medical ethics, particularly as they apply to abortion. 
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DISCUSSIONS OF ABORTlON, a problem with medical and legal dimensions and moral overtones, arouse 
intense emotions. However, objective reassessment of the 
topic in medicine and in law is now occurring with in­
creasing frequency. Laws enacted in the nineteenth cen­
tury limited or forbade abortions as a reRection of the 
puritanical concern with sin , a fea r of population limita­
tion , and a regard for the health of the mother in an era 
when surgical procedures usually resulted in death from 
infection . As evidence of the fresh consideration of abor­
tion, two professional groups las t year announced, simul­
taneously and quite independently, positions advocating 
the repeal of all laws regulating abortion. 
The Physicians Forum, a national organization of eloc­
tors dedicated to guaranteeing a single high standard of 
health care for each citizen, rega.rdless of his ability to 
pay, stated that "abortion is a medical concern and [we] 
urge the repeal of all laws which accept the premise 
that abortion is a criminal ac t. Such laws restrict the 
physician's ability to render the highest level of medical 
care. Thus these laws deprive the pregnant woman of 
her right to heal th." 
The American Civil Liberties Union, a national or­
ganization concerned with ensuring the protection of the 
rights and liberties guaranteed by our Constitution, is­
sued a statement advocating tha t "all criminal sanctions 
should be removed from the area of abortion, and the 
laws and standards governing this medical procedure be 
the same as those which govern the performance of all 
medical procedures." 
We wish to examine the medical and ethical implica-
By MALCOLM L. PETERSON, M.D. 
Assistant Professor of Medicine 
and 
JOHN D. VAVRA, M .D. 
Assistant Professor of Medicine 
tions of such recommendations . Abortion refers to the 
termination of pregnancy before survival of the fetus is 
possible. The term includes spon taneous as well as in­
tentional interruption of pregnancy. Physicians often 
identify an induced abortion as "therapeutic," to dis­
tinguish it from the so-called "criminal" abortion, one 
which can legally be performed only under limited speci­
fied circumstances. These circumstances differ markedly 
according to state laws, religiOUS and social influences, 
and hospital practices . Thus, the situation leading to the 
majority of induced abortions- the illegal abortions- is 
to some measure dictated by the rigidity of local prac­
tice. A physician finds himself handcuffed by restraints 
which usually leave him no recourse but to maintain the 
pregnancy even if both he and his patient should con­
sieler abortion to be the sounder choice. 
In the face of these legalistic restrictions, in which 
abortions are fundamentally criminal acts , what is the 
actual situation of abortion in the United States? Obste­
tricians estimate that most pregnancies spontaneously ter­
minate in the first several weeks. Spontaneous abortion 
("miscarriage") is much more prevalent than induced 
abortion. Using available statistics , the number of ferti­
lized eggs actually carried through to live births is rela­
tively few, perhaps one in twelve . That fract ion of total 
pregnancies artificially terminated is thus very small , less 
than one in sixty. However, the absolute numbers of such 
illegal procedures are amazingly high. By their very 
nature these statistics cannot be documented, but es ti­
mates of the number of criminal abortions in the United 
States range from 200,000 to two million per year. If 
Dr. John D . Vavra (at left), 
and Dr. Malcolm L. Peterson 
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there are two million abortions per year, then at least 
one woman in one hundred in the child-bearing years 
actually undergoes abortion. vVho are these women? Why 
do tbey seek abortion? 
It has heen proven repeatedly that of every twenty 
abortions in this country, about nineteen are performed 
on marricd women who already have children and are 
Jiving with their husbands. Dr. Sophia Kleegman, clini­
cal proFessor of obstetrics and gynecology at New York 
University College of Medicine, found that 90 percent 
of out-of-hospital abortions were performed on married 
womcn with three or more children. Obviously then, the 
usual imilge of il pregnant, unmarried girl desperiltely 
seeking escape from her unexpected ilnd undesired bur­
den is most inappropriilte. The unwed woman who wishes 
to eVilde the stigmil of illegitimilte pregnancy is much 
less common than the responsible mother who fems the 
economic or marital strains another child would bring. 
WHAT IS TIlE consequence of criminal abortion? Since illegal abortions necessitate clandestine, ill-equipped 
operating conditions, the risks to the health of the pa­
tient are great. It is known that each year at least 10,000 
women die as a result of criminal abortions. The prop­
er medical technique of abortion requires general anes­
thesia during which the cervix is dilated with metal 
probes so that a curette, a loop of steel band with a 
knife edge, can be introduced into the womb. Bv us­
ing the curette in a scraping fashion, the lining of the 
uterus to which the embryo is attached can be removed 
from the underlying muscular wall, which is quite thick 
and strong until the third month of pregnancy. The 
curettage can be performed quickly and without appre­
ciable risk in skilled hands, but accidents with anes­
thesia, uncontrollable hemorrhage, perforation of the uter­
us, infection of the scraped wall, or incomplete abortion 
can easily result if operating conditions are not optimum. 
After ten to twelve weeks of gestation, the wall of the 
uterus becomes so thin that risk of perforation is greater. 
In most illegal situations, qualified anesthetists, emer­
gency corrective measures (blood transfusions, extensive 
operating supplies to rectify surgical complications, and 
emergency drugs to com bat adverse reactions), and proper 
sterilization equipment are not available. 
Many abortionists use cven less sophisticated tech­
niques. For example, introduction by tube of an organic 
solvent, such as ether, into the uterus is often followed 
by complications leading to death. It is little wonder 
that the leading cause of maternal death in California 
(1957 to 1965) was criminal abortion. The mortality 
rate of abortions clone properly is less than three per 
100,000 in countries which permit all abortions to be 
done in hospitals. This statistic, compared with an esti­
mate of perhaps one thousand deaths per 100,000 abor­
tions in the United States, is a commentary on the results 
of using insanitary facilities and inadequate techniques. 
Although curettage is presently the commonly prac­
ticed mode of abortion, it is probably going to be re­
placed. Simpler, safer procedures which require no anes­
thesia and no surgical manipulation are in view. Placing 
in the cervix an instrument which can produce a vacuum 
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in the cavity of the uterus resulting in separation of the 
fetus has proved successful and very safe. Ultimately 
the use of chemical agents, "abortifacients," which the 
mother can take to disrupt the cellular growth of the 
Fetus, can be foreseen. Such drugs are presently avail­
able; the difficulties in using them involve knowing how 
much to give to be effective without hmming the ma­
ternal tissues, and ensuring that the abortion which re­
sults will be complete without requiring curettage. Some 
research has been directed toward the discovery of a 
"morning after pill," which the woman could take after 
intercourse to prevent implantation of a fertilized egg 
in the uterus. Such developments make present concepts 
of abortion tentative and only add to the difficulty of 
arriving at a satisfactory ethical and legal position. 
Most abortionists are not careless. Although the very 
fact of their illegality seldom permits the highest quality 
of medical care, the need to escape detection demands 
that maternal death not lead back to the abortionist. In 
some cities the risks are so great that patients pay as 
much as $2,000 for abortions (in St. Louis the costs 
run from $400 to $800). This is obviously a quite lucra­
tive racket and one which is fostered by existing laws. 
Traveling to Europe, Japan, or Puerto Rico to have an 
abortion performed runs the costs to even higher figures. 
As a result of the high cost, few poor families can 
avail themselves of a sophisticated abortion, and the cor­
relation between cost and medical risk works against 
those who can afford only a cheap abortion. Thus, while 
most illegal abortions are performed on white women, 
most abortion deaths occur among black women. These 
facts were underscored by a study of therapeutic abor­
tions performed in New York hospitals in 1960-62. The 
therapeutic abortions for white women numbered one 
per 380 live births; for Negroes, one per 1000; for Puerto 
Ricans, one per 10,000. In private New York hospitals, 
6.3 abortions ,vere performed per 1000 live births, but 
only 1.2 per 1000 in municipal hospitals. The fact that 
93 percent of legal abortions in New York City were 
done on white patients in private hospital rooms is fur­
ther testimony to the inequality of medical care available 
to black and impoverished citizens in the United States. 
Figures on the incidence of abortions, associated ma­
ternal deaths, and costs are relatively easy to compile, 
bu t the overall consequences are more difficult to ascer­
tain. The full assessment of the psychological effects of 
abortion, and comparison of this assessment with the psy­
chological effects on mother and child of not having an 
abortion, are beyond our present knowledge. Many avail­
able reports of psychiatrists' impressions of the psycho­
logical consequences of abortion suggest that maternal 
guilt feelings are transient and do not significantly ex­
acerbate pre-existing neurotic disorders. On the other 
hand, psychiatric experience with postpartum psychoses 
and long-term maternal illness related to bearing an un­
wanted child is well documented. 
From the economic viewpoint, the cost of supporting 
children in surrogate homes or through programs of Aid 
to Families with Dependent Children, and the social and 
monetary costs of institutional cme of the criminal 
spawned in an environment without love and tortured 
by maternal (and paternal) rejection are vastly greater 
than the expense of an abortion . Karl Menninger, the 
noted American psychiatrist, has written tha t "nothing 
is more tragic, more fa teful in its ultimate consequences 
than the rea lization by a child that he was unwanted ." 
Such considerations have already led to legal reforms 
in some sta tes and more are being consid ered. In draft­
ing revisions of existing laws, legislatures have studied 
the regulations in other countries where abortion has 
been lega lly practiced for some time. In Yugoslavia an 
abortion is performed "when it can be reasonably ex­
pected that the pregnant woman will find herself placed , 
as a result of the birth of the child, in d ifficult personal, 
famil y, or ma terial conditions which cafUl ot be remedied 
by any other means." 
In the Scandinavian countries, which formerly author­
ized aborti on only as necessary for preservation of the 
life of the mother, the laws now recognize the broader 
social implica tions of health. Most pregnant women who 
feel they want to have an abortion seek ad vice in mater­
nal centers where they receive evaluations of their phys i­
cal, mental, and social health. Believing that "when a 
woman wants an abortion there must be something wrong 
either with herself or with the life situation or both," the 
Scandinavian physicians analyze the pa tient's entire cir­
cumstances. " If an abortion 1S found necessary, we feel 
it should have a therapeutic function as part of a larger 
social, psychiatric, and medical treatment plan." 
To UNDE RSTAND proposed changes in American abor­tion laws, we have to examine the arguments which 
tend either to restrict or expand the legality of abortions. 
Recent a ttempts by a number of sta tes to change 
abortion laws have brought out conflicting opinions and 
attitudes. Many arguments are based upon premises 
which are difficult to defend. There have been three per­
spectives within which the problems of abortion have 
been formul ated and solutions proposed . The perspectives 
are identified by what is considered one's major responsi­
bility: ( 1 ) the unborn and unwanted child, (2) the 
woman who has expressed her desire to have an abor­
tion, or (3 ) the body of laws and sta tutes set up to 
regulate all members of the community . 
Each of these perspectives permits analys is and inter­
pretation of the fa cts a lready presented , giving more 
weight to certain ones over others , by evolving princi­
ples to justi fy the point of vi ew. Each b'ea ts with major 
emphasis the claims of one point of view and is less sen­
sitive to the claims of the other two. E ach permits the 
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occasional exception to the principl e and solution , usu­
ally by arbitrary definitions. The problem remains in­
soluble, for there is no single perspective which does 
justice to what each argument claims for itself. 
Those individuals who identify the major responsibility 
of physicians and society to the unborn fe tus base their 
arguments upon the right of an individual to life. They 
argue that once life has been initiated there is no legiti­
mate claim for human intervention, and the fetus has 
the right to be born and to live . This view has been de­
fended philosophicall y by appealing to "natural law" 
and theologically by maintaining the "sanctity of human 
life." Both have been responsible for the strict abortion 
laws written in European countries with strong puritan 
and Roman Catholic b ackgrounds. 
Certain problems arise in followi ng this line of :.ugu­
ment to its logical conclusions. First, the interruption of 
pregnancy is identified with murder, an emotionall y 
charged word which usually terminates all further con­
sideration and discussion. 
Second , this argument assumes that the value of the 
"blueprint," i.e ., the embryo, is equal to that of the "com­
pleted structure," the adult human being . To become an 
adult with fully-developed human characteristics requires 
growth and development over years, and the outcome. 
the "stllJcture," cannot b e predicted with certainty. To 
protect the life of the fe tus at all costs is to equate the 
valu e of a blueprint with the structme to be built from 
it, the presence of life with its quality, and the right to 
be alive with the right to be a person. The assumption 
is that every fetus is potentially a Beethoven, forgetti ng 
that it could become a Genghis Kahn . 
Third, the point of view that the fetus has exclusive 
rights ignores the problems confronting the woman de­
siring an abortion. Women also have rights to life and 
personhood , and an unwanted child may be a legitimate 
threat to her health and well-being. Furthermore, in order 
to admit the legitimacy of abortion in certain circum­
stances such as rape and incest, definitions of "life" and 
"human being" are required to avoid viola ting the prin­
ciple of the sacredness of human life . All such definitions 
which have been proposed are arbitrary and have impli­
cations in other medical-ethical controversies, particular­
ly birth control and eu thanasia. 
From the second perspective the major responsibility 
of ph ysician and society is to the health and welfare of 
the woman wishing an abortion. This point of view places 
major emphasis on the well-being of the woman and sees 
her unwanted pregnancy within the perspective of her 
total life situation. It is more likely to accept abortion as 
a legitimate solution for family planning or in terminat­
ing pregnancy in very young girls or in women who have 
proved to be irresponsible mothers. Under current sta te 
laws physicians who concur with this point of view con­
sider it their responsibility to help their patients in these 
circumstances and look upon the abortion racket as a 
mixed blessin g, in that, abortion can be obtained where 
none can be performed legally. Such physicians may direct 
patients to contacts through whom a reasonably safe abor­
tion can be obtained, and they ask the patient to re tum 
for proper care in the pos t-operative period to prevent 
major medical complica tions. 
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There are several problems for those who would use 
this perspective of the primary responsibility to the preg­
nant woman in arguing for reform of current laws. By 
claiming that abortion is predominantly a problem in­
volving protection of the health and well-being of the 
woman, abortion may be defined as a medical problem 
in order to establish a medical basis for the procedure. 
In fact, the remarkable advance in medical knowledge 
over the last decade has reduced the number of legiti­
mate medical reasons for terminating pregnancy on 
"therapeutic" grounds of protecting the life of the mother. 
By accepting her request for abortion as the best judg­
ment consonant with her health and well-being, pro­
ponents of this perspective accept the woman's diagnosis 
and evaluation of her problem. Doctors don't let patients 
diagnose and prescribe treatment for other illnesses. Abor­
tion "on demand" is inconsistent with medical practice. 
The use of the term " therapeutic" obscures the prob­
lem by using such concepts as "mental health" and "emo­
tional well being" as organic medical terms. What is de­
sired is not therapeutic, but humane abortion, the latter 
term implying that a broad evaluation of all factors has 
been made to define the most satisfactory, humane solu­
tion for both mother and fetu s. 
Proponents of the maternal-rights perspective overlook 
the problem that a physician, confronted with a woman 
having overwhelming personal problems, may become 
insensitive to his responsibility to the fetus. The fetus is 
not like an appendix or tumor which may be therapeu­
tically removed; nor is a woman's right to control her 
fertility through birth control the same as terminating 
a pregnancy once it has unintentionally occurred. The 
physician is obliged to be as honest as he can in his 
evaluation of the problem, which sometimes means that 
the most humane solution may not be abortion. 
The third perspective identifies the primary responsi­
bility of the physician and society to the body of laws 
irrespective of tbe individual problem. This point of view 
states that the statutes and laws have been established 
to promote the total health of our communities. Individ­
ual lives are lived within the context of communities. 
Therefore, legal and social restrictions upon individual 
behavior are for the benefit of the total community. Pro­
ponents of this view argue that in the past the law has 
protected the life of the fetus, and unless our social con­
ditions are drasticallv altered, the law must continue to 
protect the fetus or 'it must define the specific situations 
for which abortions are permissible and not criminal. 
There are several problems in defending this point of 
view. The first is the "camel's nose" argument, i.e., if 
a camel gets his nose into a tent you can't keep the rest 
of him out. If one permits abortions to be done for poorly 
specified reasons, then they will be done for many and 
varied reasons and the moral and ethical basis of our 
society eventually will be undermined. Actually this ar­
gument has been shown invalid by the experience in 
other countries, like Japan , where more liberal abortion 
laws have not led to indiscriminate widespread abortions 
and an undermining of public morality. 
Our strict abortion laws have not accomplished what 
they intended but have permitted a lucrative abortion 
racket to flourish , caused abortions to be available only 
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to the wealthy, and have created a significant risk to 
the health and safety of the large number of women who 
have abortions. There is little reason to believe that even 
stricter laws would be any more effective. 
Finally, the definition of abortion as a crime suppresses 
open discussion of such an emotion-charged issue. Laws 
which brand as "criminal" certain actions done against 
the letter of the law but which could be interpreted to 
be within the spirit of the law sugges t that man was 
created to obey laws and ignore the view that laws were 
written to humanize life . 
I N ATTEMPTING TO formulate some reasonable solutions to the abortion tangle, a more open approach to the 
issues must be available. 
Our Western cultural traditions have been founded upon 
two basic principles: the right and duty of a person to 
achieve whatever individual excellence is within his ca­
pacity, and the importance of culture and society as 
the framework for life. To become a fully integrated per­
son requires individual values such as personal vision, 
industry, and purpose, as well as a healthy social and 
political environment. Both are necessary for a person 
to achieve his humanity. Both in a sense are man's birth­
right, but tbey are not fre e. They must be worked for 
and created. It is within such a context that abortion 
must be approached to reconcile the three points of view. 
The standard answers and laws which have regulated 
abortion in the past have been ca lled into question in the 
present. The obvious and best solution to the problem 
would be for the mother to accept and love her baby, 
acquire a responsible husband if she does not have one, 
find some source of stability in a family already under 
economic or social stress, and live happily ever after. 
Unfortunately solutions are not worked out that simply. 
It should be evident that no solution will be unambigu­
ously clear and definable as right. The decision to have 
an abortion frequently leaves a woman with feelings of 
guilt, inadequacy, and personal failure . The decision to 
avoid abortion frequently aggravates personal problems 
and alienates family members , leading perhaps to rejec­
tion and lack of love for the baby or even to reluctant 
surrender of the baby to an adoption home. Mothers have 
rights to a life of love and ach ievement within stable, 
healthy families ; babies have rights to grow up to adult­
hood and security in loving families. Judging the effect 
of an unwanted and unborn child on a mother and her 
future, and the threat of an irresponsible mother and a 
friction-torn family to the unborn child is not possible 
with any degree of certainty. To identify one's primary 
responsibility to the unborn fetus, or to the reluctant 
mother, or to social law and order may make decisions 
easier, but it does not guarantee a successful resolution. 
It is precisely within this ambiguous situation that 
physicians should have the freedom to deal with women 
desiring an abortion in as sens itive and responsible a 
manner as possible. Each woman brings into such a 
patient-physician relationship a complex set of problems 
to which an unwanted pregnancy has added further stress . 
The solution in the woman's opinion is to relieve the 
added stress by having an abortion. The physician is re­
quested to use his skills to implement this solution. But 
the physician at the same time must act in as responsible 
manner as possible to all concerned: the fetus, the woman, 
the community to which he belongs, and himself. 
The most sensitive ethical approach would appear to be 
based upon the general principle of doing the most loving 
and just thing for all the individuals involved, relying 
upon the contextual elements of each individual woman's 
problem for the clues to the best solution . It would mean' 
understanding and supporting the woman without dis­
missing responsibility to the fetus and to society. For the 
married woman seeking an abortion as a means of family 
control, this would mean examining the attitudes of al\ 
individuals involved and searching for solutions which 
would permit saving the pregnancy. Solutions might re­
quire the provision of psychological support, additional 
economic support, or assistance in household manage­
ment. Obviously the help of other indiViduals-clergy, 
social workers, friends of the woman-may be essential 
in finding the humane solution. In this broader sense, 
the physician is one of several parties seeking a medical­
social-economic solution for the individual woman. 
In the case of the unmarried pregnant woman request­
ing abortion, there are fewer options for saving the preg­
nancy, but the same approach is necessary. Having the 
baby and giving it up for adoption may be intolerable, 
and so may be the social stigma of having to drop out 
of school or to face one's family and friends. In many 
cases, marriage is not possible or even elesirable. 
When the individual problem indicates that abortion is 
the most reasonable solution, the physician should have 
the freedom to have it performed in a hospital with 
maximum safety. When there appear to be other reason­
able solutions which could save a pregnancy, then the 
physician should advise against abortion . The physician's 
responsibility does not terminate with a successful abor­
tion, but continues until the woman has been restored 
to as stable a situation as possible. He should certainly 
be available to deal with later psychological effects. Part 
of his responsibility is good birth control adv ice: another 
unwanted pregnancy following an abortion represents a 
serious fa ilure in evaluation of the case. 
A N ESSENTIAL FACTOR in establishing this freeelom for 
J-l. dealing with abortion is a sound social environment 
with more liberal abortion laws. The laws presently en­
forced by most states do not permit abortions excep t for 
a few specific reasons. It is unlikely that abolition of abor­
tion laws is immediately possible. Those who advoca te 
liberalization of these laws rather than complete repeal 
ABORTION 
usually suggest that in-hospi tal abortion be permissible if 
continued pregnancy endangers the mother's physical , 
mental, or social health; if there is reasonable likelihood 
that the child will be seriously deformed or mentally de­
fective; if the pregnancy is the resu lt of rape or incest; 
or if the patient is unmarried and under age sixteen. 
It is obvious that these changes in criteria will not 
guarantee that individuals will act responsibly, nor will 
individuals who have their minds made up as to the evils 
of abortion be likely to change their opinions. For this 
reason it seems to us imperative that, together with 
changes in the law, physicians interested in the abortion 
problem and other professional individuals in the com­
munity should form some identifiable association to which 
women could be referred and treated. Such associations 
could be identified with medical institutions, public health 
and welfare agencies, or church consultation services. The 
association should include individuals with professional 
training : physicians, clergy, social service workers, and 
lawyers. To keep the groups from being considered as 
legalized abortion mills , it should be made clear that a 
woman asking for help would be aided in every possible 
way to evaluate and work out her problems without in­
terrupting the pregnancy, or would be provided a safe 
abortion when this is the reasonable solution. 
Even though it is likely that abortions would be per­
mitted for a variety of reasons evaluated as detrimental 
to maternal well-bei.ng, it is also likely that not every 
woman's request would be honored. Nor should physi­
cians feel compelled to acquiesce under the threat that 
the woman would take her business elsewhere, even 
though he would continue to feel responsible for her. Each 
of the individuals would be obliged to act as responsibly 
as possible to all involved, whether the decision would 
be to recommend abortion or not. The goal should be to 
restore the woman to a healthy and loving environment, 
saving the life of the fetus whenever possible. 
Such associations of trained and concerned inelividuals 
could become an important educational device for the 
community by demonstrating the workability of the con­
textual approach to ethical decisions . Furtbermore, abor­
tion will no longer be seen as just a medical problem 
involving only mother and physician , but as a meelical­
economic-social problem involving the woman's total liFe 
anel requ iring professional help of many different kinds. 
There are already professionally traineel persons in our 
communities working with women wishing and needing 
abortions. It appears likely that these professional people, 
as well as many others interested in humane abortion, 
woulel willingly form such associations. A woman could 
feel confident of consulting persons capable of helping 
with her specific problems, and she would also be assured 
of sympathetic follow-up care. 
It is clear that in our complex society a new approach 
to the abortion problem is necessary . vVe have attempted 
to outline the problem and the approach which seems to 
us to be the most workable. It requires liberalization of 
abortion laws and the coopera tion of profeSSional indi­
viduals capable of evaluating each woman's individual 
problems, helping her to solve them without abortion if 









"The funniest thing I can imagine is going home to my 
parents," said Hangja Allison, wilh a merry laugh. 
"Nobody will know what to do with Rees - my parents 
don't speak English and he doesn't speak Korean!" Rees, 
a graduate student from Brighton, England, met Hangja 
about two years ago at a foreign student party. "The type 
of generosily that is thrown at foreign students here is 
incredible," he said . "Strange people lavish food, time, 
nice homes on you. I can't imagine that happening in 
England ." 
The Allisons' life in SI. Louis has not been without 
adjustments. Hangja laughed when she recounted their 
joint cooking efforts. "Sometimes we're both starving 
for our own kind of food," she said, "so we go to the 
kitchen and Rees cooks English food and I cook Korean." 
Their car, a red Volkswagen, has seduced Rees into a 
more sedentary life . "In England," he said, "I walked 
about three miles a day. But here I literally begin to 
feel unfil." 
Rees, who is studying in the Music Department with 
Professor Robert Wallen born, came to SI. Louis three 
years ago from the Royal Academy of Music in London. 
~J- ~ "L"1 
During his four years of undergraduate training there he 
studied piano, organ, and harpsichord, unlike music 
students in this country who generally have a more 
varied education. "Even purist places like Julliard give 
their students some liberal arts," said Rees. 
He decided to do graduate work in piano at Washington 
University when his harpsichord instructor, Geraint Jones, 
returned from a United States tour with favorable reports 
about music education in America . "I couldn't have 
expected to be anything much more than a teacher's 
college training teacher if I hadn't come here," said Rees . 
"There are almost no practical university music 
departments in England; it 's all conservatory training." 
Although Rees is a pianist, he has not completely 
forsaken the harpsichord. In the summer of 1966 he and 
Hangja joined the Concordia Seminary Choir on a tour 
of England, Holland, Germany, and Belgium. The tour 
was hectic but most enjoyable . "II was fun finding 
unexpected harpsichords in unexpected places," he said. 
When Rees and Hangja came to the United States in 
1964, they both expected to be here for only two years. 
" I had a dream of gelling a degree outside of the 
country so that I could get a beller job in Korea," said 
Hangja . She was understandably delighted when her 
American Jesuit college in Korea recommended her for a 
scholarship in the speech and drama department at 
SI. Louis University. 
As a foreigner, however, she found it hard to get a 
speech job when she completed her master's degree, so 
she decided to help support her husband by working at 
Olin Library. Although Hangja still has an accent , she 
admits, with a tinge of regret, that she is quite 
Americanized. "But," she said, " the longer I stay here 
the more I miss Korea, maybe because you forget about 
the bad things:' 
Rees had originally intended to get just a master's degree 
in music, but the Department has awarded him enough 
financial support to go on for the Ph.D. Rees's graduate 
assistantship provides him with tuition and a tax-
free stipend. In addition, he gives piano lessons and 
participates in occasional COncerts and recitals. And on 
Sundays he plays the organ for morning services at SI. 
Peter's Church in downtown SI. Louis . 
In 1970 when Rees's Fulbright travel grant runs out , the 
Allisons will return to England, but they are not sure 
that they will stay. At this point Rees is not convinced 
that he wants to make the self-sacrifices that are 
necessary to becoming a concert pianisl. ;' l ondon is great 
to live in," he explained, " but the only people who get 
work there are international artists ." And, because of the 
differences between American and British methods of 
teaching music, Rees may come back to the United States . 
i'What I would really like to do," he said, "is teach a bit 
and playa bil. " 
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THE CHINS 
In 1963, Stan Chin, a graduate of the University of 
California at Berkeley, was supporting his wife and two 
daughters by teaching high school chemistry in Oakland, 
California. The routine of teaching and the compulsive 
urge to see what was on the other side of the Rocky 
Mountains were the stimuli for Sharon and Stan's first 
venture into the mysterious Midwest. 
Stan had made up his mind to return to school when 
an article in Time Magazine caught his eye. It was about 
Arthur Holly Compton, Nobel Prize-winning physicist 
and former chancellor of Washington University. Because 
Compton had been its chancellor, Stan reasoned, 
Washington University was almost certain to have a good 
physics department. And since he had decided to brush 
up on his physics, Stan thought that st. Louis was the 
place to come. In 1964 Stan was awarded a teacher's 
grant from the National Science Foundation for one 
year's work at Washington University. 
The Chins arrived in St. Louis on a hot summer night. 
Within an hour they had seen the gracious homes lining 
Lindell and the slums on Delmar. It was an education 
for the young couple. "We were very naive," said Stan. 
"We were surprised that everything was built of brick . 
Because California is a newer area of the country, I had 
never imagined that other parts of the country used 
different kinds of building material." They were also 
faced with definite changes in seasons after the mild 
climate of California . "The first winter was 
disappointing," said Sharon with a smile. "Our relatives 
kept writing and saying 'I guess you must be buried in 
snow,' but there was hardly a flake!" 
One of the hardest adjustments Sharon had to make to 
graduate student life was not having her husband home 
in the evenings. "At first I watched a lot of television," 
she admitted. "But after Annie was born I decided to go 
on a self-improvement program." Since then she has 
taken several night school courses and has joined a 
church group. Some day, perhaps when her children are 
older, Sharon hopes to complete her degree in teaching 
and child development. 
Although Stan began in physics at Washington University, 
his predeliction for chemistry was still with him . He 
began taking advanced chemistry courses in his second 
semester, and by the end of the year had decided to 
accept the Chemistry Department's offer of a three-year 
National Defense Education Act Fellowship. 
Working under Professor Sam Weissman ("a great man, 
very bright , very humble"), Stan has completed all the 
requirements for the Ph.D . except the language 
examinations and the dissertation. His two current 
research projects deal with hydrogen atom exchanges, 
and DNA molecules. "But," said Stan, "not everything 
works when you want it to." He's had difficulty in 
purifying the substance he is using in the hydrogen atom 
exchange and his DNA research is bogged down too. 
Stan is confident, however, that he'll find solutions to his 
problems and be able to complete his research next year. 
Then he hopes to be off to the East Coast for a year's 
postdoctoral study, a sort of internship in the sciences. 
The Chins live in a spacious second-floor apartment in 
University City, a residential area northwest of the 
University. Stan is home on weekends now, and the five 
Chins take frequent outings in their station wagon, 
particularly to the older residential parts of St. Louis. 
Although the Chins have grown to like the Midwest, they 
will probably settle in California, where their parents 
are in the food business . Sharon's father manages a super­
market and Stan's owns a chop suey house in Oakland. 
After five years on the other side of the desk , Stan will 
return to teaching on the college or university level. 
"It's my first love," he said. "He's a born teacher," said 
Sharon proudly. "He says it keeps him on his toes." 


A two-room country schoolhouse offers to alumna Ellen Rosenthal Kalbac} 
AB 67} a brush with American history-an experience with an educational 
system that has changed only slightly in the past two hundred years. 
TEACHING IN TRADITION 
By MARY JANE BEBOUT 
o!fice of Publications 
THE LAST THING to be accomplished before lunch was the spelling test. The children in each row worked as 
one, waiting for the word, listening, and then hunching 
over their papers to write it down. At the £ront of the 
classroom, the teacher read off the words, making up 
sentences using them. 
"First grade-little. The little girl ran into the house. 
Second grade-story. Tell a story about what you read 
this morning. Third-Saturday. On Saturday we do not 
have schoo!. Fourth-sudden. A sudden shower cooled 
the earth." 
There are four grades in this room of the i\ew Provi­
dence School, a rural school outside Columbia, Missouri. 
There are two classrooms, two teachers, eight grades, 
and a total of forty-one pupils. From 8: 30 a.m. to 3: 30 
p.m. each day, eighteen of those pupils are taught by 
Ellen Rosenthal Kalbac, AB 67, a young woman who, a 
year ago, would not have believed she could ever be in 
such a situation. 
Any morning with Ellen is bound to be a stud v 
in constant activity. This particular morning was no 
exception, and was perhaps a little more active because 
of the weather. The day had started out stone-gray and 
rainy, and there was still no change. 'When the school bus 
arrived shortly before 8: 00, the children had had to 
come directly into the building rather than play outside. 
But promptly at 8:30 they were in their seats, the proper 
books laid out on their desks. School opened with the 
Pledge of Allegiance. 
Like a juggler with four balls to keep up and moving, 
Ellen started the second and third graders to work 
at their reading and spelling. She reviewed a test with 
the fourth graders and gave them the morning's assign­
men t-readings in American history. Then it was time 
for first-grade arithmetic. During the morning Ellen 
worked with the grades separately, the children in each 
grade gathering arollnd her desk at thc front of the 
room and then returning to their own row to continue 
working. 
Independent work is vital to the progress of each grade 
and the entire classroom, but the children are not left 
Ellen Kalbac and several New Providence pupils survey 
their rain-washed schoolyard during noon recess. 
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without guidance. Interruptions are constant, but they 
are handled quickly and quietly. An unfamiliar word, a 
dress sash that needs to be re-tied, an explanation of the 
Spanish-American War-these can and do come up in 
the middle of "15 take away 9." Similarly, a sticky prob­
lem in division may interrupt a discussion of the political 
contributions of Henry Clay. 
Afternoons follow much the same pattern, with the 
older students taking up language, science, and social 
studies while the younger ones work at reading, spelling, 
and arithmetic. Because many of the children live on 
outlying farms, everyone remains at school during the 
noon hour, eating lunch in the school's kitchen-dining 
room. In addition to supervising the lunch tables, the 
teachers coach games during recess, organize special pro­
grams, and, near the end of the school year, prepare and 
rehearse the eighth-grade graduation program, in which 
all the students take part. Ten students were graduated 
from the school in late May. 
CHANGES ARE TAKING place at the little school, but slow­ly. Until seven years ago, all eight grades were 
taught in one room by Mrs. Floyd Martin, a veteran of 
thirteen years with the school. Mrs. Martin now teaches 
the fifth through eighth grades. Next year, however, the 
two upper grades will be moved into the Columbia school 
system, leaving the teachers with three grades each. New 
Providence compares favorably with the three other rural 
schools in its district-despite the fact that only this year 
,vas a telephone installed. This year the school also re­
ceived a television set, a record player, and a film strip 
projector, purchased for $5 here and $10 there by the 
district's 75-year-old supervisor, surely one of the world's 
great requisitioners. 
Drop into this situation a young woman born and 
raised in the city; a woman just married and Just grad­
uated from the University- with a major in Latin and a 
minor in secondary, not elementary, education. An im­
possible role? At first Ellen thought so. "I was 
sure 1'd never be able to do the work, that 1'd just never 
get it all done," she said. "I had never worked before and 
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Members of the third grad e at New 
Providence gather around Mrs. Kalbac's 
desk for a lesson in reading and 
spelling. Other children work at the 
blackboard or assist their teacher 
with paperwork. Textbooks and 
extra materials for each grade are 
stacked separately on the desk. 
Grace before lunch is a tradition 
a t the school and is led by a different 
student each day. The milk, provided 
by the federal government, is the 
only thing the children are 
required to finish. The remainder 
of the lunch, including occasional hot 
rolls, is prepared in the school 
kitchen by a local housewife. 
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I didn't think 1 could do anything like this. But it's 
worked out well. 1 just bite off a day at a time. You 
really never know what you can do until you have to 
do it." 
Ellen confessed that one year at New Providence 
has probably taught her more than she has taught her 
children. ''I've learned patience and tolerance, and I've 
been given a taste of life 1 had never had before. Teach­
ing has taught me to think on the spot, too. I've found 
that it's not so much what you know, but what you can 
figure out. 
"The work this year has also been a great responsibility. 
1 have been completely on my own, with no principal 
to answer to and no list of subjects which must be 
covered. 1 suppose I could have let the children color 
every day all year jf I had wanted to. The responsibility 
for all those children was frightening at first." 
Because her formal education had not prepared her for 
a room full of young children at four different grade 
levels, Ellen found early in the year that she was 
barely able to keep a few steps, sometimes just a page 
or two, ahead of her students. She's more experienced 
now and finds that with a little after-school effort she can 
prepare each unit at a time. Every afternoon she takes 
home a box loaded with workbooks and papers to grade 
and lessons to prepare or review. She settles down im­
mediately and tries to get the work out of the way before 
time to prepare dinner for herself and her husband, a 
second-year medical student at the University of Missouri. 
ELLE N GIVES CREDIT TO her co-teacher, Mrs. Martin, with providing a great deal of assistance and en­
couragement over the past year. "Actually, Mrs. Martin's 
getting to school at 7:00 a .m. and working at home until 
10:00 p.m. , in addition to helping her husband with their 
farm, makes me feel a little guilty," Ellen said. "She js one 
of the greatest, most 'educated' teachers 1 have ever 
known." 
In spite of, or perhaps because of, the rural surround­
ings, the small schoolhouse, and the unfamiliar work , 
Ellen has enjoyed her first year of teaching. She has 
renewed her contract for the coming year and will re­
ceive an increase in salary from $3600 to $4000. "Of 
course the job means more to me than the money. It has 
to mean more. But 1 would rather stay here next year. 
I would rather be where 1 am appreciated. And you can 
tell after just one day that the children are wondeJfuJ." 
Ellen came to Columbia last fall, a few months after 
her graduation and her marriage to Richard \,y. Kalbac, 
AB 66. At the time her husband was entering his 
second year of medical school, with the prospect of three 
more years of near-round-the-clock work and study ahead. 
Partially because she knew she would have time on her 
hands while her husband studied, and partially because 
of her own drive and ambition, Ellen began looking 
for a job in the field she had prepared for-teaching 
high school Latin. "I went to school-through college for 
four years-and I thought 1 should do something to make 
all that time, money, and effort worthwhile. I wanted 
to use my brain and not just sit at a desk answering the 
telephone." Because they have a private income, she did 
TEACHING IN TRADITION 
Ellen Kalbac arrived at New Providence in the fall of 1967, just 
graduated, just married, and more than a little terrilled. After a year, 
she is secure and feels a great satisfaction in her work. 
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TEACHING IN TRADITION 
All the children of the school participate in the May graduation ceremonies for the eighth 
grade. 1\--Irs. Martin is the accompanist while Ellen leads the singing. 
not have to work to help support her husband's studies. 
Appropriately enough, the Kalbacs met in a Latin class 
at Washington University. Although her high school edu­
cation in Latin had placed her at the third-year level, 
Ellen chose to drop back to second-year courses for her· 
freshman year. Richard Kalbac, then a sophomore with 
pre-med ambitions, was polishing up his Latin for future 
use. Near the end of the first semester, they began dating, 
then went together throughout their school years, be­
coming engaged in June of 1966, when Rich was gradu­
ated. The couple saw each other on weekends for the next 
year while he attended the University of Missouri at 
Columbia and she finished her senior year at the Uni­
versity. They were married in June, 1967. 
Basically, Ellen Kalbac is not a woman who enjoys 
doing the ordinary thing. She decided on a Latin major 
because she wanted to be different from all the girls who 
study English. She settled on the formidable-sounding 
area, too, because of the teasing by Rich that most 
women come to college simply to find a husband. She 
was out to prove him wrong-at least in her case. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION WAS the other area which in­terested her, but because it was incompatible with 
the teaching of Latin as a high school subject, she took a 
minor in secondary education. After a year at the New 
Providence School, however, Ellen wishes she had taken 
the courses in elementary education. She added that she 
will probably never return to Latin or to secondary 
education. 
Arriving in Columbia in mid-September, Ellen found 
that the few high school positions in Latin were filled 
by career teachers and would probably remain closed 
indefinitely. Inquiries for full-time, interesting work 
at the University of Missouri also drew a blank. The 
Columbia schools had already opened and Ellen was 
becoming discouraged when she heard about the rural 
school system. The single available opening-then being 
filled by a temporary teacher-was at New Providence. 
Ellen was invited to visit the school to see if she liked it 
and could handle the work. She spent a week working 
into the job with the temporary teacher, and then decided 
to try it for a year. Since then, she has been on her own 
with the children. 
Certainly there are pros and cons of teaching, and 
in many cases they are the same regardless of the school's 
Both raised in the city, 1Ellen and Rich Kalbac enjoy the relative 
quiet of Columbia, Mo. They will spend I 
at least two more years in Columbia 
while Rich completes his medical shldies. 
I•. 
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location. One of the major assets of New Providence is 
the individual attention given to the students. With only 
eighteen pupils in her classroom, Ellen is able to work 
closely with the children of each grade-there are three, 
four, five, and six pupils, respectively, in the first, second, 
third, and fourth grades. The results are encouraging. 
Checking the progress of her first-graders against a class 
in the St. Louis area, Ellen found that her students had 
long since covered the subjects being studied in the city 
school. Ellen works well with the children but admits to 
a certain lack of communication with the second grade, 
"due, I'm sure, to some lack in me. They are too young 
to do the more advanced work and yet too old for the 
basics." 
Ellen considers her major problem to be a lack 
of motivation in many of the children. To her, many 
seem unconcerned about learning or accomplishing any­
thing-a situation possibly stemming from a lack of inter­
est at home. One indication of this lack of interest is the 
fact that seldom is a paper carried proudly home for 
mother and daddy to see. If a paper is not something 
which will be put up in the classroom, it almost invariably 
ends up in the trash can. 
Perhaps because of her Cincinnati upbringing and an 
unfamiliarity with rural ways, Ellen senses contrasting 
attitudes toward the school as a social center for area 
families and as an educational center for the children and 
their parents. Although the school is filled with 99 percent 
of the parents at Christmas and graduation and at country­
style box suppers throughout the year, PTA meetings 
usually draw only a few parents. 
Some parents have voiced their concern for their 
children's futures. Yet Ellen can recall only one father 
saying that he wants his children to go on to college. 
The situation is borne out by the history of New 
Providence. Only one student has gone on to a two-year 
college. Never has a student of New Providence attended 
a regular four-year college or university. 
These are the facts of life of New Providence-some 
good and some bad. But somewhere between explaining 
"15 take away 9" and reading book reports, Ellen has 
found the things worth working for. 
. "Being here this year, I think I've made my mark in 
life," she said. "Even this early in my life. A schoolhouse 
like this is a dying-out thing in our country. I feel privi­
leged to be in on it for a little while." 
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An ethologist is a sdentist who studies the movements and expressions of animals in an attempt 
to learn the language or mechanics of thet'r commumcatt'on systems t'n order to gain some 
t'nsight t'nto thet'r feelt'ngs and motivattons. Professor Fox, who earned his degree tl1 veterinary 
medtCt'ne and his Ph.D, from the Um'verstiy of London) discusses some of the t'nsights ethologists 
have gat'ned about man)! spedes of am'mals-from fish and birds to Man. 
Fox and Fox-Author Michael Fox and one of the animals whose 
behavior he has been observing both in the laboratory and in his home, 
By MICHAEL W. FOX 
Assistant Professor of 




AND THE NAKED APES 

"OH HOW NICE- a costume party," exclaimed Cynthia. 
"Let's go as Naked Apes, John." "No," he re­
torted , "your nakedness would cause a riot of conflict and 
displacement behavior in frustrated males and rivalry in 
the other female s. Anyway, I might find myself in an 
ambivalent state between my territorial imperative to 
defend you in a strange place amid potential rivals and 
my basic sex drive, which could result in an embarrassing 
if not aggressive, display." Cynthia smiled, poured her 
mate fresh coffee, and after further verbal exchange, they 
decided to go as Bonnie and Clyde. 
The next evening found John and Cynthia in a house 
exactly the same as theirs, save for a few minor details. 
However, being in a strange territory and amid strangers, 
everyone was ill at ease. The anxious, over-attentive host, 
to ease the tension, poured drinks and provided morsels of 
food; mutual drinking , nibbling, and smoking (socially­
facilitated anxiety-relieving displ acements) began and 
chit-chat party talk (meaningless, but purposive stereo­
typed rituals) started to flow. 
The party was not a success, however, in spite of social 
rituals and tension-relieving displacement and in spite of 
the apparently submissive non-territorial defensive be­
havior of the hosts, because ten couples came dressed as 
Bonnie and Clyde, while the host and hostess were robed 
as Anthony and Cleopatra. (Another couple, Rodney and 
Charles, came dressed as Jekyll and Hyde.) Small groups 
could not form because of mutual similarity; instead, an 
amorphous herd of Bonnies and Clydes mooed and slurped 
and chomped all night. 
The next morning, as Bonnie poured Clyde a third cup 
of coffee, their individuality slowly separated from the 
amorphous ventures of the previous night. "Perhaps, Cyn­
thia," said John, "we should have gone as Naked Apes 
anyway." 
The above short stOIY, imagined through the prisms of 
an ethologist, illustrates some of the phenomena common 
not only to man, but to social animals in general, such 
phenomena as rituals (or manners), social gestures (party 
or grooming talk). displacement behavior, territorial be­
havior, and individual and group (herd) identity. 
These phenomena have been studied by ethologists in 
many species, from fish to man. To be told that frag­
ments of some aspects of fish behavior are also present in 
man usually produces an outcry from the arrogant ape. 
Hovvever, we have much to learn about our own nature­
the phenomena of man-and embedded in many of these 
complex behavioral and social phenomena we can recog­
nize the basic fOIm or structure, uncomplicated by cul­
tural influences, in "lower" animals. 
The term "ethologist" was coined to describe a person 
who studies the movements or expressions of animals, both 
comparatively and developmentally. Animals employ a 
number of non-vocal as well as vocal signals or expressions 
for communication and the ethologist attempts to learn the 
language or mechanics of the communication systems they 
use. Such knowledge may provide infonnation about the 
evolution of signaling devices-the use of display structures 
and ritualized movements in different species- as well as 
some insight into the feelings of the animal and what 
motivates it internally. 
A motivational analysis can be made and the behavior 
predicted once the observer knows the animal's repertoire. 
He makes a list (or ethogram) of the various patterns, 
the conditions under which they occur, and the stimuli 
which evoke them. The work of Von Frisch on the 
language of bees-the various dances which contain in­
formation that enables the colony to find a particular food 
source-is a classic example of ethological methods. 
THE FOUNDING FATHERS of ethology, notably Heinroth, Huxley, Tinbergen, and Lorenz, studied animals in 
their natural habitats . The adaptive and purposive aspects 
of behavior, in relation to ecological factors and seasonal 
changcs, were examined; social organization, cooperation, 
and seasonal changes associated with territorial, court­
ship, parental behavior, and migration were studied. The 
student of ethology became extremely familiar with his 
.subjects under natural conditions. The studies, involving 
many years of painstaking observation, were as objec­
tive as possible. Since these earlier years, laboratory 




means replaced them. Neither situation is completely ade­
quate in terms of experimental control, manipulation of 
variables, and provision of adequate environmental re­
quirements . 
In essence, the modern ethologist studies the phenom­
ena animals manifest under various circumstances. His 
obselvations provide the foundation stones for more de­
tailed studies of particular aspec ts of behavior: the effect 
of hormones, genetic or age differences , and neural mecha­
nisms underlying changes in overt behavior. From the phe­
nomena he dissects out the processes . 
This approach is alien to many American psychologists, 
who will use an animal to test some hypothesis (i.e., they 
have some preconceived idea of what the animal might 
do under certain controlled conditions) and, indeed, the 
animal may be merely a "tool" to manipulate. Eventually 
the "synthetic phenomena" observed under unnatural 
conditions may become the major objective of study. 
That is the antithesis of the ethologist's approach. 
A NUMBER OF important contributions have been made by ethologists in advancing our knowledge of the be­
havior of both human and sub-human species. 
They have sho\'.'1l that many complex activities are un­
learned or innate; they are inherited and are in effect 
literally wired in. Such activities, which are often spe­
cific to certain species, are termed "fixed-action pat­
terns." They are not so fixed or rigid as the definition im­
plies, but can be modified occasionally by experience or 
learning. 
A newly hatched herring gull chick, for example, will 
peck at the red spot on its mo ther's beak. This innate 
response is subsequently reinforced with food from the 
mother. Ethologists use models of certain stimuli to investi­
gate these innate responses. A red pencil marked with 
three or four white bars \,vill elicit more pecking than a 
normal yellow beak shape with a red tip : this is a "supra­
normal" stimulus or "releaser." A male stickle-back or En­
glish rob in will attack a model that has a red breas t; this 
red breast is the releaser for aggression during the breeding 
season when rival males develop bright red breas t patches. 
Many species of birds will leave their own eggs and at­
tempt to brood artificial eggs that are three or four times 
larger than normal or are more brightly colored. These 
are supra-normal releasers. Depending on cultural and 
economic influences, the human female will emphasize 
(or de-emphasize) certain body structures that may be­
come supra-normal sex releasers. 
Responses to some stimuli are learned, but they may 
become rather automatic and are responses to acquired
' 
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releasers. The practices of commercial advertising and 
design employ the use of supra-normal releasers to a t­
tract potential customers. Vegetables are colored with 
dyes , many foodstuffs are packaged in attractive cartons 
to emphasize palatability, hygiene, and freshness, but in 
fact , they are undoubtedly not so fresh as the less visualJy 
attractive country market products. Advertising and con­
sumer production research have become fine arts in a 
highly competitive commercial arena and can actually 
create a market. Add to this the conditioning of the 
consumer by repetitive audio-visual advertising propa­
ganda, and we can see how human behavior can be di­
rected, if not controlled and manipulated. 
Design of clothes, buildings, and utensils incorporates 
more to the basic functional or utilitarian sh"Ucture bv 
adding esthetically pleasing, if not superfluous, additions. 
Again these may act as releasers and attract the consumer. 
The automobile represents the all-time-best-seIling supra­
normal releaser. No longer a box on wheels, it is a baby 
to care for, a mistress or lover to indulge, a womb to be 
comfortable and safe in, an aggressive or status symbol 
to redirect or sublimate one's frustrations or to display 
one's prosperity. Until automania became so widespread, 
it was also a convenient means of transportation, The 
reader at this stage will feel a strong Freudian undertow 
in this interpretation. Be that as it may, a releaser is at­
tractive and is a releaser if it provides an adequate source 
of stimulation for some particular need, desire, or motive. 
Architecture, however, is more complex. Some elements 
common to our own dwelling must be incorporated in the 
design of new surroundings to make us feel at home. 
(The empty fireplace or the pseudo-fireplace in centrally 
.heated American homes amuses the coal-burning English .) 
Designs for "modern living" must also consider man's 
need for an individual, i.e. , distinct, territory or home; a 
row of identical boxes provides not a unified utopia, but 
an isolated and cold suburbia. Man must have privacy, a 
means of retreat or escape into his home, and in man, 
self-identity and "home valency" are strong. Qualities of 
good architecture should release feelings of strength, 
durability, and atmosphere related to the design, as well as 
provide for the physical, utilitarian needs of the species. 
A number of ethologists studied the innate displays of 
animals and discovered that in many species of fish, rep­
tiles, birds, and to a lesser extent mammals , the ruffling of 
feathers, the display of colors, and the erection of body 
structures, such as fins, often coupled with vocalizations, 
are used in advertising and defending territory against 
rival males and in courting females. Such social d isplays 
may act also as sign-stimuli or releasers. In courtship cere­
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monies, the male's displ ay to the female can bring about 
not only synchronization of the pair's behavior, but 
can also cause hOlmonal changes within the female which 
make her more receptive. 
Some behavior patterns may undergo what is called 
emancipation and ritualization. As a result of evolution, 
a behavior pattern from one motivational context may 
shift to another and become highly stereotyped or ritu al­
ized as a species-specific response. It is though t that the. 
smiling response in man may be an emancipated pattern 
derived from a threat gesture of some primordial ancestor. 
Some monkeys today show a human-like grin tllat is, in 
fact, a threat gesture. Konrad Lorenz has shown that the 
"triumph" greeting ceremony in the graylag goose is a 
ritualized, emancipated threat gesture. He was able to 
follow the evolution of this pattern by comparing the 
behavior of various species of ducks and geese. 
Another example of the phenomena that the ethologists 
have revealed is displacement behavior. When an anim al 
is thwarted from doing one thing or is in some conflict, 
he may suddenly begin to do something completely out 
of context. For example, two male birds at the edge of 
each other's te rritories may vacillate between attacking 
each other and withdrawing. Suddenly, as a result of this 
conflict, they start to preen themselves or to peck the 
ground as though they were eating. 
SUCH FAMILL~R activities may serve to reduce anxiety of conflict and provide a socially acceptable outlet for 
clammed-up energies, which are rechanneled by displace­
ment. W e are reminded of the nervous speaker who 
shows such stereotyped displacement activi ties as head­
scratching, rocking, and pacing, which may persist in 
later years as rituals, even though he is now quite con­
fident. Apprehensive strangers become morc at eaSe as 
they engage in famili ar anx iety-reducing displacement 
activities. As each begins to do the same thing at the same 
time, social facilitation also occurs. When the drinks are 
poured or the food is presented, the silence ends and 
everyone talks at once. 
Ethologists have found that young an imals have a criti­
tical p eriod early in life when they most readily develop 
an emotional or social attachment to their own species. 
In the chicken or duckling this occurs during the first few 
hours after hatching; in the dog between the fourth and 
eighth week of life; and in the human infant between 
three and seven months of age. This is the period in which 
primary social relationships, with peers and family, are 
made. In these three species, a "fear" period also de­
velops towards the end of this critical period when 
strange or novel stimuli suddenly evoke fear or avoidance. 
This fear period may actually help to consolidate the at­
tachment established earlier between the parent figure and 
the offspring. 
The termination of this latter period has not been 
established. As a result of learning (habituation ) the de­
veloping animal learns what to approach or avoid on fu­
ture occasions . Also on the basis of social bonds estab­
lished during the initial socialization period, subsequent 
(secondary) social relationships are formed: an echo of 
Freud again. However, it has been shown in many species 
of birds and ungulates that if they are hand-ra ised and 
imprinted or socialized to man only, they may show in 
later life a sexual preference for human beings. 
This example of socialization dramatically illustrates 
common biological phenomena in the behavioral develop­
ment of three widely separa ted species. Further studies on 
the development of the brain and behavior of the clog have 
revealed other close parallels with development in the 
human infant. Such fundamental data provide a basis of 
experimental manipulations of the developing animal, so 
that models of human disorders such as infantile autism 
may be established and investigated in greater depth than 
is possible in the human species. 
It is clear that the ethological approach to animal be­
havior is applicable to the study of human behavior. Thr 
additional complications of culturally acquired phenomen<\ 
are not resh-icted to man; similar phenomena are also seen 
in the non-human primates and constitute not a limitation 
but an added perspective to the ethologist. We tend to 
forget that the human primate, with deep-rooted ancestral 
connections with sub-human species, although differing in 
linguistic and intellectu al capacities, is still a naked ape. 
O
UR AN CESTRA L foundations are not barriers or obsta­
cles to be overcome, as many writers and alleged au­

thorities believe; they are the foundation stones, the bio­
logical roots of our very nature. Once we can recognize 
and possibly control these phylogeneticaJly older elements, 
the present schizophrenia of our socio-technological evolu­
tion, which has far outstripped our socio-biological evolu­
tion, may be eliminated. 
Many of the problems of homo sapiens, such as aggres­
sion, lie in the biological sphere. The socio-biological rev­
olution is now beginning. A knowledge of our social and 
biologica l capacities and limitations may provide the 
.leads for instigating the necessary reforms or directions of 
adaptive modification to match our apparent technological 
advances on both the intranational and international plane. 




The tension before a Le Mans start is different 
from emotional stresses found in any other sport. The 
hubbub and chatter of the pits ceases and an 
expectant silence creeps like the shadow of a storm 
cloud around the track, enveloping little clusters of 
racing aficionados who have staked their claims to the 
best curves hours before the green flag falls . 
That's how it was on Saturday, April 27, for the 
second annual running of the Grand Prix d'Architecture 
on the Washington University campus. 
The machines, oiled and adjusted to perfection, sat 
gleaming in the afternoon sunlight, emanating 
malevolent power although their motors were 
elsewhere, sipping last minute draughts of pre-race 
fuel from beer cans in the pits. 
Sponsored by the School of Architecture as the 
premiere event of Architecture Week, the chase of 
man and machine around the treacherous Olin 
Library circuit was all that Grand Prix racing 
should be. 
Four of the nine entries featured drivers in the 
sleeping position. The radical entries came from the 
sponsoring group-all three Architecture cars 
featured enormous rear wheels, either lent by or 
stolen from the Medical School. 
There was some snickering at the architects' 
wheelchair-shaped cars but the builders of 
tomorrow had the last laugh and sneers turned to 
gasps of amazement as the high-wheelers left the 
starting grid. The Architecture cars drew good 
starting positions and led the pack from the start. 
The architects' strategy was simple: get out in front 
and stay there. They executed motor changes with 
a fluid grace usually seen only in the pits at The 
Brickyard. The Architecture drivers conducted a 
conservative race, avoiding foolish demands on 
machines or motors. For a while there was some 
thought that they might drive for a deliberate tie 
but the lure of the winner's prize was too great and 
Dennis Bolazina piloted Fourth-Year Architecture's 
entry past the checkered flag for the victory. 
The Queen of the Grand Prix was present to greet 
the winners in Victory Row, and a bottle of champagne 
foamed from hand to hand as drivers and motors 
alike shared in the bubbly fruits of victory. The 
runners-up celebrated with beer while the losers, 
race-weary and worn, retired from the field to 
redesign their machines, train a new set of 
motors, and plot their strategy for next year. 
The cars left the Le Mans starting grid near Olin Library 
in a tight pack. The high-wheelers, entered by the 
Architecture students, led right from the starting lIag. 
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Fourth-Year Architecture's entry led the pack into 
the West Olin hairpin turn. Two philosophies on 
driving position were displayed by the teams 
battl ing for the second position. 
A study in concentration and pain. Motors were 
changed every half-lap while drivers controlled 
their cars for a full lap. As at Indianapolis, the 
sponsors saw fit to outlaw turbine cars. 
Pit stops for motor changes reflected a variety of techniques. This one 
was accomplished with record speed, thanks to the exuberant assistance 
of a canine member of the pit crew. 
With a comfortable 
lead and a fresh 
motor, this happy 
driver performed a 
"wheelie" leaving the 
pit. Such a manoeuvre 
is usually confined to 
drag racing. 
Let no one doubt the grueling 
intensity of Grand Prix racing. 
Here, a used motor was removed 
from the pit area. By the end of 
the race the course was strewn with 
the hulks of exhausted motors. 
The triumph of man and machine! 
Victory Row was complete with 
the traditional trappings of Grand 
Prix racing-a pretty girl and a 
bottle of cold champagne for the 
winners. 

Comment / A reader's reactIon to the last Issue 
"Comment" this isStle is a condensed, slightly expurgated 
version of a letter to the editor by Jim Fox, AB 43, now 
metropolitan editor of the St, LOllis Post-Dispatch, 
I N THE PALMY DAYS of my undergraduate years at Wash­ington University, then known as a "trolley college," 
World War II was being fought, but for the student, life 
in general seemed serene and satisfying. Perhaps we were 
not with it in grappling with the Great Problems of life. 
One of our Great Problems was whether Jimmy Con­
zelman would succeed in dragging the Bears kicking and 
screaming into Big Time football. Education was going to 
be the answer to everything: If we could just educate 
enough people, the Great Problems would somehow take 
care of themselves . 
Since those days I have married, reared a family, done 
battle with moderate success against the vicissitudes of 
life, and am ready to say without fear of contradiction 
that Jimmy Conzelman did not succeed. 
The Great Problems are still with us, but I didn't real­
ize how much so, in my quiet little world, until the spring 
issue of the Washington UniveTsity Magazine arrived. Its 
message overwhelmed me, and I found the Great Problems 
had grown considerably. 
Since I occasionally have shortness of breath, dry 
cough, palpitation, chest pains, night sweats, and a host 
of other discomforts too numerous to mention , I find that 
I am probably a prime candidate for either anxiety neu­
rosis, the St. Louis disease, or both, 
To my horror, I read again that the old school must 
raise $6,000,000 a year to remain a quality institution, 
that the plain fact is that all higher education in the pri­
vate sector is in trouble, and that our best hope from an 
exotic death is the dull, dreary United Nations, Add to 
this that amateur revolutionists are being spawned on the 
campuses, and that students either don't fit in or don't 
h'ust anyone, and the whole outlook is dismal. Thank 
God, the revolution in biology is a peaceful one. 
The editors have cleverly alTanged the articles, so that 
if one begins reading from the front cover, a habit not 
widely shared by magazine readers, he is perhaps un­
aware of the grim blockbusters awaiting him. 
Certainly the "Recent Revolution in Biology" is not 
designed to make the old grad break out into a sweat 
and flip on a rerun of "I Love Lucy" just to get away 
from it all for a halTOless thirty minutes, It was refreshing 
to learn that DNA was not, as might have been suspected, 
an abbreviation for another government superagency, but 
good 01' deoxyribonucleic acid. In fact, Dr. Kornberg gave 
cheerful assurance of the correction, in time, of genetic 
defects and diseases caused by defective or missing genes. 
But from then on, things were pretty much down hill. 
Those nine students picked as samples of life and thinking 
on the Hilltop certainly were ample evidence of the na­
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tional look now prevalent at Skinker and Forsyth. Only 
one was from St. Louis, 
And how did that one poor chap sneak in there? He 
actually likes his father. Of course, he recognized his 
heresy by conceding that "this may sound corny." There 
was some solace for us old gaHers from the fellow who 
wanted to go back to the America of years ago when 
things weren't so "dirty and crowded." I thought about 
that and tried to pick out a more suitable time in history. 
First I considered the turn of the century, when diph­
theria and pneumonia were still dread diseases and slums 
were taken for granted, But that just didn't seem to fill 
the bill. I went further back to 1861-65, when Americans 
were killing each other with abandon. Nope, that 
wouldn't do. I decided to come the other way, to those 
happy breadlines of the 30's and Al Capone. Well, 1620 
should have been safe enough. Cold, perhaps , and tougher 
than hell just trying to get through the winter with the 
help of the Indians, but certainly not dirty and crowded. 
As a respite, apparently, from the trials and tribula­
tions of an errant society, the editors saw fit to treat their 
readers to a gentle piece on the amateur revolutionists 
springing up on the campuses, It was a rather hopeful 
thing, suggesting that the amateur revolutionists, disen­
chanted with the world of their parents, could tum to 
professional social science, 
My generation protested, too, but the forms were more 
immature, like panty raids and goldfish gulpings. Perhaps 
the spring madness that infects almost every campus is 
taking a more permanent and serious turn. 
I found "Revolution and Amateur Protest" a most re­
freshing breeze across a forbidding landscape of type de­
signed to chill the hearts of the hardiest readers, But 
after this somewhat encouraging treatise, things got scalY 
again, I was reminded that private education is on the 
ropes and somebody had better start coughing up the 
dough or everybody will wind up going to state institu­
tions of higher learning. 
L ET'S TURN TO something more cheerful like anxiety neurosis. I just don't like those symptoms; they scare 
me to death-inward shakiness, tremor, tingling sensation 
in the skin, vascular throbbing, and palpitation. It used to 
be called love, now it's anxiety neurosis. 
But if you don't like that analysis, try the St. Louis dis­
ease, histoplasmosis. How do these symptoms grab you? 
Shortness of breath, chest pains, general feeling of malaise. 
Well, that shoots the day: I've got one or the other. 
But those editors are deucedly clever. The United Na­
tions StOIY was sandwiched in to make me realize that 
despite my poor physical condition there was hope that 
the world organization would, despite its dullness, come 
to grips with and solve the Great Problems. 
Well, it's reassuring, let me tell you, and I just hope I 
can keep functioning until the next exciting issue of the 
Washington University Magazine. 
EXPERIMENTAL TENSION 
Lintels. Beams. Arches. Walls. 
These architectual terms are 
accepted and without them, and 
the devices they define, our cities 
would look vastly different. Why 
shouldn't our cities look vastly 
different? 
This is the question asked by 
Richard Larry Medlin, visiting 
professor of architecture at 
Washington University. To answer 
this question, Medlin, working 
with seven graduate students, has 
built a pair of experimental 
structures which now stand in the 
South Forty residence hall area. 
For the seven students, the two 
Experimental Tension Structures 
represent months of labor in lieu 
of the traditional master's thesis. 
Each structure will be used to 
test extensively the theories 
propounded by Medlin that cables 
and membranes under tension 
exhibit greater inherent strength 
than other materials which used in 
traditional fashion, are bearing 
their loads under compression. 
Aside from the functional aspects, 
the structures provide high visual 
excitement in their setting in the 
South Forty's leafy glade. 
What is the future for such 
structures? Medlin, who studied 
under German architect Frei Otto, 
who was also a visiting professor 
at the University in 1959, 
and helped design and 
construct the West German 
Pavilion at Expo 67 in Montreal, 
says the structures offer the 
advantage of mobility, ease and 
speed of construction, and low-cost 
removal. 
It doesn't require a mystic's 
powers to foresee the modest 
pair of tension structures on the 
University campus as the 
forerunners of a seriously accepted 
architectural form of the future. 
Medlin (right) and graduate 
student Mike Rubenstein work on 
the models for the structures in 
the design lab. 
Visiting Professor Larry Medlin, his wife Melinda, and their daughter, celebrate 
the completion of the project beneath the canopy formed by the 
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